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Welcome to the 118th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic efforts and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for two ceremonies in a venue the size of the UWM Panther Arena.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. At some campuses, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students graduate. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These partnerships drive innovation and create jobs for our students after they graduate. They have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who will follow them in December, the Class of 2018 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. Please keep us posted on your many successes.

Best regards and congratulations,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
The Story of the UWM Seal

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885  Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892  University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909  With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920  The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927  Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928  UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951  Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956  WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961  The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963  UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964  UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965  UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970  Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988  UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995  Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000  UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001  Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002  Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005  Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006  $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008  Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010  The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first new academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016  UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 14 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
ChanCellor’s medallion
The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

The Meaning of Academic Regalia
Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

BLUE VIOLET—Architecture  LEMON—Library & Information Science
WHITE—Art  PINK—Music
BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama  APRICOT—Nursing
BEIGE—Business Administration  SALMON—Public Health
LIGHT BLUE—Education  GOLD—Science
ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science  CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice
PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.

The black and gold stole worn by some undergraduate students, identifies our McNair Scholars, our future leaders who come from first generation and diverse backgrounds. These students have completed a selective and rigorous research program that prepares them to enter graduate school.
### UNIVERSITY OFFICIALS

**BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM**

JOHN ROBERT BEHLING  
President

**THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN SYSTEM**

RAYMOND W. CROSS  
President

**THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE CHANCELLOR’S EXECUTIVE STAFF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARK A. MONE</td>
<td>Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHANNES J. BRITZ</td>
<td>Provost and Vice Chancellor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATRICIA A. BORGER</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor-Development and Alumni Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROBIN VAN HARPEN</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor-Finance and Administrative Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVID H. GILBERT</td>
<td>Senior Advisor to the Chancellor; President-UWM Foundation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY HAAG</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor-Student Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THOMAS P. LULJAK</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor-University Relations and Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOAN M. PRINCE</td>
<td>Vice Chancellor-Global Inclusion and Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUDY R. TURNER</td>
<td>Secretary of the University</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GOVERNANCE REPRESENTATIVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Committee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KRIS O’CONNOR</td>
<td>University Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUE CASHIN</td>
<td>Academic Staff Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAURIE THIBAULT</td>
<td>University Staff Council</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROBERT C. GREENSTREET
  Dean, School of Architecture & Urban Planning

SCOTT EMMONS
  Dean, Peck School of the Arts

KANTI PRASAD
  Dean, Sheldon B. Lubar School of Business

NANCY NELSON
  Deputy to the Provost for Continuing Education and Outreach, School of Continuing Education

ALAN SHOHO
  Dean, School of Education

BRETT A. PETERS
  Dean, College of Engineering & Applied Science

J. VAL KLUMP
  Senior Director and Associate Dean of Research, School of Freshwater Sciences

MARIJA GAJDARDZISKA-JOSIFOVSKA
  Dean, Graduate School

RON CISLER
  Dean, College of Health Sciences

TOMAS A. LIPINSKI
  Dean, School of Information Studies

DAVID P. CLARK
  Dean, College of Letters & Science

KIM LITWACK
  Dean, College of Nursing

RON PEREZ
  Dean, Joseph J. Zilber School of Public Health

STAN STOJKOVIC
  Dean, Helen Bader School of Social Welfare
BLACK AND GOLD CEREMONY COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

PETER FEIGIN
President, Milwaukee Bucks, Inc.

PETER FEIGIN brings over two decades of dynamic corporate leadership to the Milwaukee Bucks, where he’s charged with spearheading the next chapter of this storied team’s legacy. His talents are the key to helping realize the Bucks’ transformational vision: a championship team playing in a state-of-the-art, multi-purpose facility that will drive the creation of new partnerships, new jobs and a new sense of community for the city of Milwaukee and the state of Wisconsin.

Since taking over as President of the Milwaukee Bucks in October of 2014, Peter has completely reimagined, rebuilt and reenergized the team’s business operations, resulting in substantial increases in attendance, ticket revenue, merchandise revenue, partnership sales and TV viewership. He has assembled a top-flight management team and instilled a new corporate culture marked by accountability, collaboration and fun. The Bucks were named one of Milwaukee’s best places to work in 2015, and Peter’s inspired and tireless leadership was recognized with his being named the Milwaukee BizTimes 2015 CEO of the Year.

Peter has also been instrumental in driving the vision, financing, planning, design and construction of a new multi-purpose arena for the state of Wisconsin, a new state-of-the-art training center for the Bucks, and 30 acres of mixed-use development surrounding the project that will seamlessly link with existing developments on all sides to create a vibrant, urban community in the heart of Milwaukee. He has worked tirelessly to ensure that this historic project will be catalytic to the economic development of both the city of Milwaukee and the state of Wisconsin.

Throughout his time in Milwaukee, Peter has devoted significant energy and effort to working within the Milwaukee community to accomplish important social and economic goals. Beyond spearheading the development and launch of the Milwaukee Bucks Foundation, he serves on the boards of the Boys & Girls Clubs of Greater Milwaukee and the Milwaukee Public School Foundation, chairs the American Heart and Stroke Association, and co-chairs the African American Chamber of Commerce and the COA Parents of the Year.

Peter’s experience cuts across a wide spectrum of business and entertainment corporations, from the NBA to private aviation, and from digital media and motion pictures to theme parks. Prior to joining the Bucks, Peter served as the Chief Marketing and Revenue Officer of Deluxe Entertainment Services Group, a major international entertainment company, where he managed global business units and handled branding and business development. Prior to joining Deluxe, Peter was the President and Chief Operating Officer of Marquis Jet Partners Inc./NetJets, the world’s leading private aviation company. Peter was the driving force behind Berkshire Hathaway’s NetJets acquisition of Marquis Jet in 2010 and played a central role in the integration of the two companies. After transitioning post-merger to the same responsibilities at NetJets, he led the company to significant revenue growth.

From 1998 to 2004, Peter worked for the New York Knicks in a variety of roles culminating in his position as Vice President of Marketing. Under Peter’s leadership, profits, season subscriptions and suite revenues increased significantly. From 1993 to 1998, he held sales and marketing positions with Six Flags Theme Parks which was then a Time Warner company.

Peter is a native New Yorker. He and his wife, Natalia, have two children, Alexandra and Thomas. Peter holds a bachelor’s degree from Franklin and Marshall College and completed the University Of Chicago Booth School Of Business’ Financial Executive Program.
BLACK COMMENCEMENT ORDER OF CEREMONY

PRELUDE
  UWM Wind Ensemble
  Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
  Jennifer Grokowsky, vocalist

WELCOME
  Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
  University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
  Jose Delgado, Regent
  UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM GRADUATING STUDENT
  Emily Kuester, Bachelor Degree Candidate
  Peck School of the Arts

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
  Brentell Handley
  UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
  Peter Feigin, President
  Milwaukee Bucks, Inc.

CONFERRAL OF HONORARY DEGREES
  Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
  Johannes Britz, Provost and Vice Chancellor

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
  Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
  Audience please remain seated during Recessional
BLACK CEREMONY HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

DANIEL EGAN
Reporter – Great Lakes, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, and Author

Honorary Doctor of Environmental Journalism

Escorted by: J. Val Klump, Dean
School of Freshwater Sciences

DANIEL EGAN is a reporter at the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel and a senior water policy fellow at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee’s School of Freshwater Sciences. He has twice been a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and he has won the Alfred I. duPont–Columbia University Award, John B. Oakes Award, AAAS Kavli Science Journalism Award, and J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award. He is a graduate of the Columbia Journalism School.

Daniel is a native of Green Bay, Wisconsin and learned to love the Great Lakes while vacationing at his grandparent’s summer homes in Door County. He has four children, all in the whitefish bay public school system.
KENNETH A. GERMANSO
Journalist and Labor History Educator

Honorary Doctor of Humane Letters
Escorted by: David Clark, Interim Dean
College of Letters and Science

KENNETH A. GERMANSO a longtime Milwaukee area labor leader, amateur historian and community activist, is a 1951 graduate of the University of Wisconsin – Madison, but he began his education at the old University of Wisconsin Extension Division, which offered a two-year program at several scattered and cramped sites in Milwaukee’s downtown. At the time, there was no four-year public university in Milwaukee and he joined with other students in leading a “Mission to Madison” campaign to establish one; UWM was created in 1955.

After newspaper jobs in the Milwaukee area, Iowa and South Dakota and upon completion of his service in the Navy, Germanson returned to Milwaukee for a reporter’s position at the old Milwaukee Sentinel, becoming active in Milwaukee Newspaper Guild Local 51.

After a brief stint as a magazine editor, he became a Staff Representative of State, County and Municipal Employees Union District Council 48, where he represented public workers from Milwaukee and several of its suburbs. In 1968, he joined the former Allied Industrial Workers Union (since merged into the Steelworkers Union), which had its headquarters in Milwaukee, eventually becoming assistant to the international president, retiring in 1992.

He then joined the staff of Community Advocates, Milwaukee’s largest agency serving low-income families, where he joined efforts in preventing child abuse and neglect, providing health care to low-income families, and reducing gun violence in the city. He retired in 2016 at the age of 86.

In 1991, Germanson fulfilled his lifelong love of history when he became president of the Wisconsin Labor History Society. He now is President Emeritus and serves the Society as editor of its publications, event organizer and speaker. During his presidency, he was the leader of the campaign to get the state of Wisconsin to include the teaching of labor history in public schools.

Germanson was involved in many community activities, serving as president of the board of the former Planning Council for Health and Social Services, a founder and leader of Community 19, a neighborhood group formed in the troubled 1960s to improve racial relations in his Far South Side area, and also as a member of various other boards and committees.

His many awards include the Frank P. Zeidler Community Service Award (2014) of the City of Milwaukee; the Witness to History Award (2010) by the Milwaukee County Historical Society; the Eugene V. Debs Award of the Midwest Labor Press Association (1982), as well as numerous awards for his advocacy on health care issues of low-income families.

Currently, Germanson is active in several groups that advocate for racial justice and progressive causes. He is an occasional blogger, usually commenting on public issues or personal reflections. He and his late wife, Ann, raised their five children in a home they purchased 54 years ago on the city’s South Side.
Gold Commencement Order of Ceremony

PRELUDE
   UWM Wind Ensemble
   Scott Corley, Conductor

PROCESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Processional

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
   Emanuel Camacho, vocalist

WELCOME
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor
   University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee

GREETINGS FROM THE BOARD OF REGENTS
   Jose Delgado, Regent
   UW System Board of Regents

GREETINGS FROM GRADUATING STUDENT
   Emily Kuester, Bachelor Degree Candidate
   Peck School of the Arts

GREETINGS FROM THE UWM ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
   Brentell Handley
   UWM Alumni Association

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS
   Peter Feigin, President
   Milwaukee Bucks, Inc.

CONFERRAL OF ACADEMIC DEGREES
   Mark A. Mone, Chancellor

RECESSIONAL
   Audience please remain seated during Recessional
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

AFRICOLOGY
Maxime Sarah Mianzokouna
“Developmental State Economic Model Versus Neoclassical Principles: The Case of Rwanda and Burundi”
Major Professor: Abera Gelan

ANTHROPOLOGY
Brooke Leigh Drew
“Death in Anonymity: Population Dynamics and the Individual within the Milwaukee County Poor Farm Cemetery, 1882-1925”
Major Professor: Patricia Richards
Elizabeth Katherine Spott
“Identity in the Archaeological Record: Richardville, Natoequah and the Fur Trade in Northeastern Indiana”
Major Professor: Robert Jeske

ARCHITECTURE
Sahar Sadat Hosseinibalajadeh
“Zayandeh Rud Speaks: Writing Hydraulic Landscape of Isfahan”
Major Professor: Manu Sobti

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Amberleigh E. Henschen
“Plumage Ornaments Signal Male Physiological Quality in Common Yellowthroats”
Major Professor: Peter Dunn
Daniel Patrick Neelon
“Sources of Variation in Mate Choice Decisions”
Major Professor: Gerlinde Hoebel
Keir Michael Wefferling
“Disentangling the Subalpine Marshmarigold Species Complex: The Cytogeography, Phylogeography, and Systematics of Caltha biflora DC., C. chionophila Greene, and C. leptosepala DC. (Ranunculaceae)”
Major Professor: Linda Whittingham

BIOMEDICAL AND HEALTH INFORMATICS
Colleen K. Lindell
Major Professor: Derek Nazareth
Aurash A. Mohaimani
“GEORAC: An RNA-seq Atlas Constructor for the Gene Expression Omnibus”
Major Professors: Timothy Patrick & Rebecca Klaper
Yiqing Zhao
“Quantitative Phenotype Analysis to Identify, Validate and Compare Rat Disease Models”
Major Professor: Mary Shimoyama
CHEMISTRY

Seyedali Banisadr
“New Approaches to Multi-Functional Soft Materials”
Major Professor: Jian Chen

Megan Josephine Corby
“Interactions of Viral and Cellular Helicases”
Major Professor: David Frick

Sarah Anne Oehm
“Molecular Recognition: Non-proteogenic Amino Acids for Antibiotic Studies and Chemosensors for Recognition and Reporting of Metal Ions”
Major Professor: Alan Schwabacher

COMMUNICATION

Jeremy Vincent Adolphson
“We’ll Get Through This Together: Fan Cultures and Mediated Social Support on AMC’s Talking Dead”
Major Professor: Nancy Burrell

Maura Rae Cherney
“Continuing to Advance Warranting Theory: Weight, Time, and Testing the Warranting Value Scale”
Major Professor: Erin Ruppel

Valerie Ann Fisher
“Understanding the Discourses of Traumatic Birth and the Transition to Motherhood Using Relational Dialectics Theory”
Major Professor: Lindsay Timmerman

Joshua Holman Miller
“Rhetorics of Opacity, Social Change, and Communal Empowerment: Cases Concerning LGBTQ Christians from the 1960s and Early 1970s”
Major Professor: Kathryn Olson

Brittnie Star Peck
Major Professor: Mike Allen

Samantha F. Quinn
“Computer-mediated Communication and Changing Expectations in Romantic Couples”
Major Professor: Erin Ruppel

Terra D. Rasmussen
“The Great War and Motherhood: The Influence of Eugenics and Wartime Nationalism on the Construction of Motherhood Identities”
Major Professor: Leslie Harris

Karina Lynn Willes
“Lesbian Patients Using Online Video Profiles to Find Doctors: How Cues Inform the Decision-making Process”
Major Professor: Mike Allen

ECONOMICS

Chandramouli Banerjee
“Essays on the Career Choices of Doctoral Students in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Niloy Bose

Gabriel J. Courey
“Market Power and the Nonprofit Sector”
Major Professor: John Heywood

Majid Haghani Rizi
“Essays on Housing Markets and Financial Intermediaries”
Major Professor: N. Kundan Kishor

Martin Erik Meder
“Individual Demographic Transitions and Financial Hardship”
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

Amirhossein Mohammadian
“On the Relationship between Exchange Rate Changes and Domestic Production: Asymmetric Cointegration Approach”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

Amid Motavallizadeh Ardakani
“On the Relation Between Income Inequality and Economic Growth: An Asymmetric Analysis”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee
Alexey Igorevich Yukhov
“Essays on the Energy Sector, International Finance, and Environmental Policy”
Major Professor: Rebecca Neumann

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Rebecca A. Copek
“A Mixed Methods Investigation of a Classroom-based Mindfulness Intervention”
Major Professor: David Klingbeil

Teresa Marie DePratt
“Motivators and Barriers to Health Behaviors and Relationships to Body Composition in African American Women”
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

Rae Anne Marie Frey
“Qualitative Exploration of Factors Impacting Adjustment in Women Survivors of Military Sexual Trauma”
Major Professor: Stephen Wester

Nickolas Hollis Lambrou
“Trans Masculine Identity Development: Making Meaning in Gender and Transition”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

Jessica Bartley Willenbrink
“The Effects of a Mindfulness-based Program on Children’s Social Skills, Problem Behavior, and Emotion Regulation”
Major Professor: Kyongboon Kwon

Gary M. Young II
“An Anti-deficit Approach to Examining the Career Choice of African American Men in College”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

ENGINEERING

Ali Bakhshinejad
“Novel Algorithms for Merging Computational Fluid Dynamics and 4D Flow MRI”
Major Professor: Roshan D’Souza

Anju Bhatt
“Application of Nested Queue in Healthcare”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Sajjad Farahani
“Optimal Decision Making for Capacitated Reverse Logistics Networks with Quality Variations”
Major Professor: Wilkistic Otneno

Alex B. Francis
“Towards Better Understanding of Failure Modes in Lithium-ion Batteries: Design for Safety”
Major Professor: Ilya Avdeev

Behnam Gohari
“Design of Optimized PES-Alumina Polymer Matrix Nanocomposite Membranes for Lead Ions Removal from Water”
Major Professor: Nidal Abu-Zahra

Xiaoru Guo
“Novel Solar Cells Based on Two-dimensional Nanomaterials and Recycled Battery Components”
Major Professor: Junhong Chen

Xiao Bing Huang
“Design and Implementation of a Domain Specific Language for Deep Learning”
Major Professor: Tian Zhao

Jingwan Huo
“Novel Nanostructured Metal Oxide Materials for Water Treatment and Advanced Rechargeable Batteries”
Major Professor: Chris Yingchun Yuan

Tonghui Li
“Demand Side Management for Building Energy Efficiency through Hybrid Daylighting System and Battery Energy Storage System”
Major Professor: Chris Yingchun Yuan

Ren Ren
“Synthesis and Characterization of Transition Metal Oxide and Dichalcogenide Nanomaterials for Energy and Environmental Applications”
Major Professor: Junhong Chen
Xinxin Wang
“A Modeling and Experimental Investigation of Beach Groundwater Flow”
Major Professor: Qian Liao

Yaojun Wang
“Data-driven Optimization Models for Feeder Bus Network Design”
Major Professor: Yue Liu

Yan Zhang
“Novel Carbon Materials for Persistent Organic Pollutants Removal in Water Purification”
Major Professors: Nidal Abu-Zahra & Marcia Silva

ENGLISH

Lee M. Abbott
“Landscapes of Recovery: Belonging and Place in Post-Katrina Literatures”
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

Michael E. Beebe
“Irish Biopolitics: Modern Literature, the Body and the Postcolonial State”
Major Professor: Andrew Kincaid

Peter Joseph Brooks
“Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”
Major Professor: David Clark

Daniel James Card
“Agents of Change: Scholarly Intervention at the Science-Policy Nexus”
Major Professor: Samuel Graham

Brittany C. Cavallaro
“Unhistorical”
Major Professor: Rebecca Dunham

Danielle M. DeVasto
“Negotiating Matters of Concern: Expertise, Uncertainty, and Agency in Rhetoric of Science”
Major Professor: Samuel Graham

Carina G. Farrero
“HearSay”
Major Professor: Brenda Cárdenas

Kristin Ann Fay
“Things from of Old”
Major Professor: Liam Callanan

Sherri Hale Hoffman
“The Nature of Choice and Chance and The Wildish Boys, a novel”
Major Professor: Valerie Laken

Bridget Kies
“Masculinity in American Television from Carter to Clinton”
Major Professor: Tasha Oren

Ingrid Jayne Nordstrom
“Becoming a Multicultural Teacher: Reflections on Responsibility in First-Year Writing”
Major Professor: Mary Louise Buley-Meissner

Soham S. Patel
“The Daughter Industry”
Major Professor: Maurice Kilwein-Guevara

Angelee K. Singh
“Experience as Counterpoint: A Qualitative Study on the Traditions, Memories and Narratives of First-Generation South Asian Migrants in the U.S.”
Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

Christopher Mcallister Williams
“The Wrong Sky”
Major Professor: Maurice Kilwein-Guevara

Louise E. Zamparuti
“The Basovizza Monument: Rebranding Public Memory, Constructing Identity, and Normalizing Political Agenda”
Major Professor: Rachel Spilka

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

Maxon Ngochera
“Net Heterotrophy Versus Autotrophy in Large Lakes: A Case Study for Tropical Lake Malawi”
Major Professor: Harvey Bootsma
GEOGRAPHY

Yingbin Deng
“Uncertainty Analysis of Spectral Mixture Analysis of Remote Sensing Imagery”
Major Professor: Changshan Wu

Yui Hashimoto
“The Tale of Two Cities: A Feminist Critique of Economic Development and Neoliberal Multiculturalism in Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Anne Bonds

Yang Song
“Examining Urban Heat Island Effect and its Public Health Implications with Remotely Sensed Data”
Major Professor: Changshan Wu

INFORMATION STUDIES

Inkyung Choi
“A Model of Intercultural Warrant: A Case of Korean Decimal Classification’s Cross-cultural Adaptation of the Dewy Decimal Classification”
Major Professor: Hur-Li Lee

Ann Marie Graf
“Facets of Graffiti Art Documentation Online: A Domain and Content Analysis”
Major Professor: Richard Smiraglia

LINGUISTICS

Abdel Rahman Hani Mohammad Abu Helal
“Logical Form in the Second Language: An Investigation into Non-nominal Quantification in an L2 Interlanguage”
Major Professor: Nicholas Fleisher

Maria Teresa Bonfatti Sabbioni
“Heritage Italian as Independent System”
Major Professor: Sandra Pucci

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Chengcheng Li
“Two Essays on Liquidity Endogeneity and Effects of Political Connection”
Major Professors: Valeriy Sibilkov & Donghyun Kim

Prashanth Ravula
“Three Essays on Sharing Economy”
Major Professor: Purushottam Papatla

Gelareh Towhidi
“Three Essays on Trust Mining in Online Social Networks”
Major Professors: Atish Sinha & Huimin Zhao

MATHEMATICS

Lijuan Bi
“Internal and External Harmonic Functions in Flat-ring Coordinates”
Major Professor: Hans Volkmer

Songpon Sriwongsaa
“Orthogonal Abelian Cartan Subalgebra Decompositions of Classical Lie Algebras over Finite Commutative Rings”
Major Professor: Yi Ming Zou

Martin Gerhard Vieten
“Numerical Solution of Stochastic Control Problems Using the Finite Element Method”
Major Professor: Richard Stockbridge

NURSING

Jessica Lee Coburn
“Homebirth: A Grounded Theory Study”
Major Professor: Jennifer Doering

Crystal-Rae Dawn Evans
“The Association between Physiologic Sources of Pain and Nighttime Sleep Quality in Older Adults and People with Dementia”
Major Professor: Christine Kovach
Barbara Haase
“Fat and Caloric Content of Breast Milk of Mothers of Hospitalized Premature Infants: Comparison of Average to Low and High Volume Producers, the Impact of the Volume in the Breast at Single Pumping Sessions and the Interval Between Pumping Sessions”
Major Professor: Teresa Johnson

Duaa Amr Hafez
“Promoting Meaningful Learning through the Use of Concept Maps”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Christine Laurent
“Whispers2Mom: A Young Adult Prenatal Text Messaging Intervention”
Major Professor: Jennifer Doering

Tammy Neiman
“Using Critical and Transformative Theory to Describe Basic Palliative Care in the Acute Care Setting”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Elham Sadeghi
“Acculturation and Dietary Pattern among Iranian American Immigrants”
Major Professor: Julia Snethen

Eileen Cecile Sherburne
“Pediatric Nurses Experiences of Identifying and Managing Constipation in Hospitalized Children”
Major Professor: Julia Snethen

Laura Michelle Skoronski
“The Effects of a Repeating Simulation Experience on Senior Nursing Students”
Major Professor: Kim Litwack

Ann E. Stanton
“Mothers’ Mental Health after Release from Incarceration”
Major Professor: Peninnah Kako

**PHYSICS**

Debnandini Mukherjee
“Search for Compact Object Coalescences and Understanding their Significance using Data from Advanced LIGO”
Major Professor: Patrick Brady

Daniel William Murray
“Turbulent Collapse of Gravitationally Bound Clouds”
Major Professor: Philip Chang

Hong Qi
“Studies In Gravitational-wave Data Analysis, Astrophysics and Tests of General Relativity”
Major Professor: Patrick Brady

**POLITICAL SCIENCE**

Michael E. Bednarczuk
“A Horizontal and Vertical Analysis of Public Service Motivation”
Major Professor: Thomas Holbrook

**PSYCHOLOGY**

Samantha C. J. Bergmann
“Establishing Quality Standards for Behavior Analytic Skill-Aquisition Interventions: A Translational Model with Undergraduate Students”
Major Professor: Tiffany Kodak

Michael James Harman
“Effects of the Permutation of Reinforcement Magnitude on Measures of Delay Discounting in a Hypothetical Money Scenario”
Major Professor: Tiffany Kodak

Kevin Haworth
“Abnormal Reward Processing and Visual Selective Attention: An Event-Related Potential Investigation with Remitted Depressed Adults”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

Laura Korthauer
“Structural and Functional Brain Connectivity in Middle-aged Carriers of Risk Alleles for Alzheimer’s Disease”
Major Professor: Ira Driscoll

Elaine Mahoney
“Neural Correlates of Memory Decisions Made in the Face of Conflict”
Major Professor: Deborah Hannula
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PSYCHOLOGY

Tara Miskovich
“HPA Axis Genetic Variation and Life Stress Influences on Functional Connectivity in Resting”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

Natasha Wade
“Baked and Buzzed: Investigating the Influence of Co-use of Cannabis and Alcohol on White Matter Integrity in Emerging Adults”
Major Professor: Krista Lisdahl

Youcai Yang
“How Does Anxiety Affect Cognitive Control? Proactive and Reactive Control Under State Anxiety”
Major Professor: Christine Larson

SOCIAL WELFARE

Katelyn Heather Blair
“Parent-Child Interaction Therapy and Resilience Within the Child Welfare System”
Major Professor: James Topitzes

SOCIOLOGY

Thomas Anthony Calkins III
“Grooves in the Landscape: Vanished and Persistent Record Stores in the Post-Industrial City”
Major Professor: Jennifer Jordan

URBAN EDUCATION

Jennifer Marie Brownson
“Teaching and Learning in the Co-teaching Model: Analyzing the Cooperating Teacher/Teacher Candidate Co-planning Dialogues”
Major Professor: Hope Longwell-Grice

Angela NaCole Ellis
“Three Case Studies of Urban Classroom Teachers: Views and Lived Experiences of Early-career Teachers”
Major Professors: Hope Longwell-Grice & Linda Post

Ayman Abdelraouf Khatib
“Arab Americans’ Perceptions of their Experiences with Police Post 9/11 in Metropolitan Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

Khuloud Labanieh
“Heritage Language Learners of Arabic in Islamic Schools: Challenges to Attaining Language Proficiency”
Major Professor: Tatiana Joseph

Monique Liston
“Dignity for Boys And Men of Color: An Exploration with Practitioners in the Field of Human Services”
Major Professor: Rajeswari Swaminathan

Maxwell Joseph Long
“Supports and Barriers to Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in Schools Implementing Integrated Comprehensive Systems for Equity (ICS)”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura

Christina Marie Trombley
“The Perceptions and Experiences of Faculty Teaching Traditional and Nontraditional Students in Online Classes”
Major Professor: Simone Conceição

URBAN STUDIES

Deborah Clements Blanks
“Project Central Voice: Assessing the Congruency between Milwaukee’s African American Perspectives and Community Development Block Grant Practices”
Major Professor: Jenna Loyd

Heather Laurie Duncan
“Relationships and Support: A Qualitative Study of Homeless Families”
Major Professor: Amanda Seligman

Patricia Torres Najera
“‘We Were the Outsiders and Treated as Such:’ Community Activism and the Intersections of Ethnicity, Gender, Class, and Race among Latinas in Milwaukee”
Major Professor: Kristin Sziarto
Kari R. Smith
“Sheltering Opportunity: City Planning and Housing in Chicago, 1909-1941”
Major Professor: Joel Rast

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Susan Rachel Abraham
Gabriel Angel Cotto, Sr.
Ryan Freund
Bethany Dawn Gardner
Kate H. Gillespie
Jaymie Lynn Howard
Brittany Klug
Myranda Koch
Lindsay Ann Kochelek
Ashley La Torre
Angela M. Lang
Elise Marie Peters
Herbert Carl Raasch
Mary Elizabeth Sayles
Shawn Aileen Skurky
Sarah Marie Slivon
Laura Swoboda
Julie Anne Teeter
Noelle Van De Kreeke
Gina Michelle Welch
Abby Zimmerman

Candidates for the degree
Doctor of Physical Therapy:

Fallon Nicole Apollon
David James Cornell
Jennifer Marie Drews
Julie Dwyer
Lindsay Kathryn Fons
Lucas Daniel Gauthier
Jonathan Ryan Gilbert
Elizabeth Mary Graf
Annette Mary Grefig
Michael Liam Griffin
Sara Jean Hutchins
Ashley Elizabeth Kelleher
Elizabeth Anne Lindner
James Thomas Menor
Margaret Callan Mooney
Ifeanyi Osude
Zakkary Anthony Perez
Rachel Lynn Popelka
Erica Ann Scharf
Keara Meghan Thompson
Sarah Marie Tighe
Kevin Charles Tolzman
Kathleen Fuy Van Zeeland
Billie Mari Weber

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACULTY

Kathryn R. Zalewski, PT, MPA, PhD – Program Director
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS – Director of Clinical Education
Renee Mazurek, PT, DPT – Academic Coordinator of Clinical Education
Carlynn A. Alt, PT, PhD
Kyle T. Ebersole, PhD, LAT
Wendy E. Huddleston, PT, PhD
Victoria A. Moerchen, PT, PhD
Carrie Truebenbach, MS, MSPT, OCS
EDUCATION SPECIALIST

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

EDUCATION SPECIALIST DEGREE IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY

Stephanie M Calawerts
Caroline Calewarts
Hailey Deluca
Matthew Scott Ferry
Hannah Renee Grinke
Caitlin Leigh Hackett
Nicole Higgins
John Karlak
Chelsea Ann Kieler
Kimberly Ann Osterman
Jenessa Carole Patterson
Rachel Margaret Raczynski
Alyssa Sanfilippo
Tanisha Shana Schowalter
Chelsay Lea Showers
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

ANTHROPOLOGY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library Information Science

Marisa Leigh Glazier-Simila

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science

Michael Alexander Robledo

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science

Erik Alexander Johnson
Samantha Sue Schwarz

INFORMATION SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science

Johnny Vang
Sunstar Moukongmeng Vue

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE/MUSIC
Master of Library Information Science and Master of Music

Victoria Mae Peters

LANGUAGE LITERATURE & TRANSLATION/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library Information Science

Emily Elizabeth Voss

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION/URBAN PLANNING
Master of Public Administration and Master of Urban Planning

Katie Lorraine Bennett
Marion Ecks

SOCIAL WORK/WOMEN’S AND GENDER STUDIES
Master of Social Work and Master of Arts

Rachel Anne Skarsten

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science

Katie Abbott
Lynne Alva
Justina Bobbie Anderson
Elizabeth Emma Baumgarten
Chao Chang-Xiong
Monique Danielle Cobbs
Stacy Rae Cortez
Angelo Cosme
Michael Crowe
Kyon Technique Curtis
Pavi Elle Driver
Breana Lynn Farrell
Margaret Louise Flath
Christopher Paul Fox

Allison Lynn Foyer
Laura S Glawe
Jaime Lyn Gluesing
Erin Amelia Gray
Joshua David Griffey
Lasaunia Krystal Griffin
Shelby Lynn Gustke
Mackenzie Marie Hoffman
Miles Holvick
Brian James
Jared Allen Joiner
Robert Thomas Kreml
Patrick Robert Larsen
Nicole Luke
Kevin Matthew Maciejewski
Rebecca Lynn Manski
Tiffany Mcduffie
Curtissa Mcmillian
Altamese Moore
Erin Rook
Andrew John Rooney
Eric Rucks
Scott Michael Saling
Jessica Lynn Schuld
Amanda L Sotka
Breana Jo Stanley
Brian Summerfield
Hillary Marnae Vara
Adam Nto Moo Vue
Mary Widmann

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science

Sarah Elizabeth Carlson
Natalie Ann Carпiaux
Cassandra Sue Coffey
Mary Hope Emanuelson
Tara Ann Gallgher
Tarryl Leon Janik Jr
Amy Milson Klemmer
Michelle Louise LaBerge
Catherine Knight Miller
Victoria Catherine Pagel
ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Master of Science
Corey James Bogenschuetz
Alexis Ann Crates
Valerie LaVerne Davis
Randy Richard Frederick
Joseph Gaudreau
Jeremiah James Huth
Jeffrey Isaac Lazuka
Joshua Andrew Leeder
Benjamin Joseph Mather
Alyssa Christine Menolascino
Amy Cathryn Morrison
Amanda Kimberlee Nash
Hayden John Newton
William James Noelck
Eric Overland
Shaun Patel
Emma Price
Abigail Margaret Rohlinger
Sauron Sanchez
Taryn Schell Singh
Nathan William Uibel
Eric Nielsen van Doorn
Richard Thomas Weiskopf
Matthew Allen Winder
Junshi Zhao

ART
Master of Arts
Master of Fine Arts
Matthew Landaal Kuhlman
Claire Manon LaFontaine
Arthur Ray Vannoy
Adam P Wertel

ART EDUCATION
Master of Arts
Samantha Holly Rausch

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
April Lynne Bina
Selena Erdman
Kelsey Sophia Rozema

ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE
Master of Science
Andrea Nicole Honor
Aidan Robert Kuroski
David Scott Nevius
Kevin Prince
Cory Kevin Rothstein
Timothy Kirk Thielke

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Sukinah Jafar Alhabib
Swati Sharma
Victoria Ann Underhill

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Mackenzie Elizabeth Johnson
Tina Marie Pugh
Samantha Woller

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration
Adam Christopher Altuve
Kelton James Baumann
Daniel Reed Blanchard
Anne Laura Brookman
Virginie Cabral
Aaron Lewis Carbonneau
Tyler Stephen Derus
Zachary Dugan
Adam Charles Dumont
Benjamin A Earle
Mark Thomas Earle
Nathan Thomas Emerson
Eric Donald Everson
Neil Gregory Forbord
Jacob James Fuhrman
Joshua Paul Gardner
Scott C Gray
Michael Alan Groth
Kathryn Rachel Hall
David Hartung
Shannon Leigh Heller
Daniel Herrmann
Derek Daniel Klahn
Riley Dale Kubatzke
Na Li
Ashley Mae Loiacono
Dale Evan Lucassen
Matthew Thomas Mahoney
Jeffrey Philip Midday
William John Moir IV
Charles Andrew Mosley II
Rachel Christine Murphy
Ryan Charles Murphy
Kyle Bryan Oconnell
Chelsea Rae Pedler
Michael Allen Priem
Tara Elizabeth Radmann
Jared Anthony Ramos
Carolyn Kirchoff Reeves
Trevor James Rezash
Joseph Gilbert Seager
Kelley Elizabeth Shaw
Trevor Lee Skogen
Angela Mimi Tabrizi
Caitlin Elizabeth Torrens
Daniel James Tournoux
Delta Lamar Delon Triplett
Bryan Peter Van Stippen
Carl Joseph Vandervort
Victoria Ellen Verteclka
Tyler Robert Waitkus
Philip John Wittliff
Lauren Kristine Woelfel

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science
Mark M Yerukhimovich

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts
Jennifer Akwi Awah-Manga
Mary Chris Dantzler
Julie Ann Hoffmann
James Vernon Reed
COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science
Madison Sue Meier
Anna Elizabeth Novotny
Elisabeth Katherine Schalk
Sheree Wilichowski

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Master of Science
Niranjan Adhikari
Salah Alarfaj
Anitha Boppagowdanapura-Shivalingaswa
Joshua Stuart Cochrane
Bohan Fan
Sravan Kumar Janamanchi
Siddhant Raj Kandel
Surabhi Kanwar
Prasanthi Murikinati
Remya Othayoth
Kiruthika Pandarinathan
Waleed ur Rehman
Mahitha Sudhakar Voola
Shaodi Xu
Jing Zhang

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science
Michael Philip Bohn
Nathan Charles Fritschler
Alexis Jayne Hafemeister
Vanessa Hartzell
Brenna Elizabeth Katch
Garrett John Knuth
Daniel Charles Lingen
Matthew Kevin Malone
Dominick J Ratkowski
Jonah Reid Riggle
Parminderjit Singh

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND EDUCATION
Master of Science
Christiane F Buethe
Jacarrie Marquis Carr
Bridney Charle Chappel
Jennifer Ann Collier
Sarah Harrison Dezwarde
Nancy Kenok
Jeanne M Lillich
Tammy Sue Trout McIntyre

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION
Master of Science
Lawrence J McGuin
Danyell Jessica Rodgers

CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
Master of Science
Cassandra Benfield
Paul James Bitzan
Octavio Adrian Brindis
Ashley Deluca
Cynthia Louise Deming
Chanel Monique Edwards
Lauren Nancy Faust
Elizabeth Eileen Hoffman
Natalie Kubicek
Theresa Nicole Mueller
Maureen Ann O’Meara-Rowen
Bailey Marie Orr
Marjorie Elizabeth Struck

DANCE
Master of Fine Arts
Kaitlin Michelle Dann
Jessamine Rosaura Delancey
Monique Haley
Tracy Wilkinson Martin
Justin Dominick Melvin
Shannon Kelly Quinn
Jennifer Rita Reinke

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts
Markus Adam
Robert Christopher Berg
David Christopher Bursianis
Brendon M Dorn
Dania Margarita Eugenidis
Siyu Feng
Patrick Gentz
Jarred Dale Glaser
Bradley Thomas Hofer
Sebastian Johann Linn
Paulo Henrique Lorena Inacio De Oliveira
Stanley Albert Porubcan
Dennis Scherer
Austin Thomas Welhouse

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Katherine Jane Allbee
Kaitlynn Marie Bonner
Joshua Allen Brath
Michael Patrick Brennan
Michele Elizabeth Gloede
Stacey Leigh Kincade
Randi Lynn Kisner
MacKenzie Lauren Kougl
Haley Lemire
Nicholas Walter Lueloff
Nachia Moua
William Oliver Van Susteren
Brandee Chain Weigert
Kaisee Gertrude Wiesmueller
Bethany Williamson
Deanna Windorff

ENGINEERING
Master of Science
Muhammad Rafiq Al-Haddad
Oluwatobi Abdul Jelili Amida
Hemaranjani Anbazhagan
Jinwoo Bae
Vahid Bakhshiari
Md Abul Bashar
Daniel Alexander Bautista
Nishikant Ravindra Bawiskar
Shuaiyu Bu
Bella Jackson Chembakassery
Guanchu Chen
Israel Jacob De La Rosa
Alex Michael Drake
Matthew Dreis Flanagan
Md Abdul Gaffar
Ahmed Nima Ghazai
Darshit Rajesh Gosalia
Reed Thomas Heintzkill
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ENGINEERING
Seyedsoheil Hosseinibalajadeh
Ting Hu
Yuchen Hui
Zikai Jiang
Bing Jin
Brian Anthony Jones
Qi Li
Tzu Yi Li
Xiangyong Luo
Atiye MalekSadati
Stephanie Ann Mueller
Archana Muniraju
Maram Samih Omari
Dhrumil Dilipkumar Patel
Jane Jasmine Lee Pederson
Mason Todd Pingel
Melody Khatereh Pournezam
Giridhar Prasad Radhakrishnan
Ji Young Rowley
Nabila Rubaiya
Afzan Saleh
Orrina G Shamoun
Mohammad Rezwan Sheikh
Gurpreet Singh
Harshil Sinha
Andrew Paul Sinko
Swachala Veerapaneni
Bibek Wagle
Yu-Wei Wang
Yuqi Wei
Yanting Zeng
Jiarui Zhang
Vasil Zhmendak
Wen Zhong
Wentao Zou

ENGLISH
Master of Arts
Zachariah Daniel Anderson
Evan Joseph Bretzmann
Sarah Elizabeth Kiliman
Kacee McKinney
Sean Nolan
Kristiana Lynne Perleberg
Alexander Rucka
Gurnoor Kaur Sekhon
Nicole Kristyn Solaekiewicz
Veronica Toth
Benjamin Turk

EXCEPTIONAL EDUCATION
Master of Science
Jocelyn B Jones
Megan MacKenzie Rierdon
Christina Mary Russell
Ashley Marie Valentine
Angela Marie Villalobos
Tracey Ellen Wool

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science
Jose Luis Basaldua
Michaela C Borkovec
Brennan Augustus Dow
Jacob Lloyd Jozeefowski
Samantha Jean Katt
Angeline Marie Koch
Samuel Arthur Posnanski
Philip J Rouse

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science
Elizabeth Anne Borucki
Erin Emily Bulson
Kate Gigstad
Chase Thomas Glenister
Keenan John Hassell
Kenneth William Oanes
Sheryl Isabella Stephenson
Jenny B Ulbricht
Andrew James Wanta

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science
Jannifer Darcell Lambert

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration
Melissa Sue Armstrong
Sarah Benckenstein
Alyssa Billmeyer
Gladys Edith Gonzalez

HISTORY
Master of Arts
Christopher William Robert-Connors
Matthew Alexander Moebius
Mia Beth Phifer
Rebecca Sottile
Serena Janelle Stuettgen
Brian Kenneth Trott
Justin Kane Welch

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations
Michael Philip Campbell
Kenwaun Tramelle Flinn
Jennifer Elizabeth Fullhart
Yuliya S Lipskaya

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Mohiyuddin Ahmed
Robert Mark Baitinger
Amrita Choithani
Ian Alfred Keller
Archana Lakhmani
Dheemanth Malla Reddy
Steven Anthony Nelson
Uday Shankar Rebbapragada
Mandes James Stoner
Lakshmi Priyanka Vakkalanka
Lina Wirahadi
KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science
Raghad Khalid O Al Johani
Joana Cristen Bielefeld
Karen Buckley
Kyle Allen Cluppert
Shane Ginter
Alexandra Marie Hayden
Megan Leigh Jones
Karen Buckley
Joana Cristen Bielefeld
Kazandra Rodriguez
Gabriel Gerald Serafin
Nicole Leigh Woolston

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts
Margaret Martine Koeppel
James Lopez Jr
Jasmine Iticia Madlock
Seana Marie Parker-Dalton
Erin Bryn Tennant
Daniel James Wieber

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science
Alexander Lynn Anderson
Heidi Marie Anderson-Ferdinand
Samuel V Balistreri-Daum
Lauren Bacall Berghman
Eliza Carrie Bettinger
Sierra Brandt
Gwendolyn Marie Byrd
Thomas John Campbell
Elizabeth R Clauss
Claire M Dinkelman
Sandra Sigrid DuPont
Terry Eileen Ehle
Eriń Marie Flood Harrison
Laura Michelle Godden
Katherine Louise Gould
Amy Elizabeth Heatherman
Bailey Louise Hewitt

LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts
Tanner Christopher Letourneau
Erica Rose Reisinger

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science
Samantha Marie Amore
Gage Daniel Bean
Elizabeth Ashley Black
Cody Joseph Blaser
Jennifer Rae Boehm
David William Bramel
Jason Yasuyuki Buckles
Dakota James Chapman
Alexander Aron Churchill
Jaclyn Louise Czech
Xiaohe Feng
Amy Lynn Feuling
Pamela Joan Benitez Gabriel
Jesus Garcia
Miguel Angel Garcia
Juan Carlos Gonzalez
Christopher Alan Harroun
Bingqing He
Miranda Sue Henning
Brandon Scott Henry
Ashlie Bryn Hoffmann
Brianne Marie Iverson
Amir Rassem Kaloti
Emily Elisabeth Keehan
Adrienne Lee Krueger
Adenike Olayimika Ladeinde
Brian Anthony Lee
Nicole Lickteig
Chase Daniel Maly
Emily Jean Mayer
Mary Elizabeth McElligott
Devon James Mertins
Ryan Steven Namowicz
Kathlyn Ann Nelson
Rachel Leigh Nelson
Lilly Elizabeth O’Brien
Jennifer Orsborn
Samantha Rose Panella
Krishna M Patel
Katarina Petrovic
Alexander Patrick Prahl
Bretton Cameron Prahl
Alexander Aldrich Probst
Yuanyuan Qian
Spenser James Rathsack
Brandt Daniel Reifenrath
Maura Kaitlyn Rich
Frances Katherine Ruhl
Zaysha Marie Sandwick
Sundos Salah Sarsour Sr
Carl Lyle Schemm
Thomas Andrew Schimp
Zimo Sheng
Richard Carlon Sippl
Tatiana Sirbu
Paige Olivia Steffens
Andrew Rowland Stott
Alexis Ann Toby
Lisa Marie Trzebiatowski
Abbey Lynn Van Heuklon
Jeremy Waldow
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MANAGEMENT

Brady James Weisgerber
Jacob Gordon Wick
Taylor Rachel Willems
Blake Charles Wiskirchen
Jiaheng Xie
Bin Yan
Michele Beth Yeager
Mei Zhang
Yu Zhang
Amanda Jean Zimmermann

MATHEMATICS

Master of Science

Bjorn Andreas Ager-Hart
Lord Asante-Buakwaw
Julian Johannes Dursch
William Quentin Erickson
Gabriel Kwame Fenuku
Christian Grimm
Alexander Kreienbring
Leonhard Philippe Kunczik
William Henry Langhoff
Kayla L McMahon
Oliver Gerd Meister
Sebastian Alois Oberhoff
Chelsea Marie Picha
Sussie Ewurafua Suapim
Julia Ruth Valder
Sophia Vorderwuelbecke

MEDIA STUDIES

Master of Arts

Joseph Daniel Barden
Sarah Alison DeGeorge
Derrick Evander Johns Jr
Anthony Mandella
Anthony Jordan Pollman
Srijan Sen
Sierra Marlene Wolff

MUSIC

Master of Music

Heidi Margaret Barker
Emanuel Camacho
Pengchen Cao
Jennifer Diane Grokowsky
Iuliia Mykolyk
Inae Park
Caroline Nicole Ray
Alejandro Rodriguez Ruiz
Joshua William Sevigny
Evan Dominic Taucher
Margaret Mary Taugher
Vanessa Weber
Ying Xiao

NONPROFIT MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP

Master of Science

Lisa R Alzalde
Jessica C Flagg
Jasmine Aurora Gonzalez
Christina Karen Huth
In-Jee Lee
Bryce Aaron Lord
Julie Anna Pahnke
Christian Matthew Schaubel

NURSING

Master of Science

Sarah Geralyn Bane
Anna Margaret Phoebe- Buchholz
Elizabeth Marie Campbell
Jaime Antonio Castillo
Corinne Christine Droessler
Jenna Anne Hajny
Katelyn Helgeson
Abigail Marie Jorgensen
Harsimran Kaur
Brenna Rose Kelley
Abigail Kohlenberg
Melissa Ann McLean
Katie Lee Meyers
Michael Jon Mikulay
Hanna Jo Naker
Sungbin Nanfelt
Joseph Donald Narewski
Deanna Colleen Nephew
BethAnn Nowak
Ryan Ostman
Jacqueline Marie Ruiz
Mallory Jane Schaus
Todd Richard Stanley
Miranda Louise Van De Loo
Karrisa Yang

PERFORMING ARTS

Master of Fine Arts

Emily Sue Downes
Francis Andrew Durepos
Hannah Raye White Hamalian
Ada McMahon
Ariel Kate Teal
Michelle Trujillo

PHILOSOPHY

Master of Arts

Michael David Doering
Christian Eltiste
Benjamin A Faltesek
Benjamin Quinn Formanek
Andrew Henry Lichter
Charles Norwood Thorne Perkins
Michael William Thousand
Thomas Vincent Yamilkoski

PHYSICS

Master of Science

Danika Holmes
Tyler Joseph Norwood

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Master of Arts

Benjamin David Edelstein
Samantha Ann Hagle

PSYCHOLOGY

Master of Science

Jenna Katherine Bluju
Roger Kyle Caldwell
Dayna Rose Costello
Caitlin Joy Fulton
Margaret Rachel Gifford
Kimberly Joyce Gussy-Fragakis
Mary Elizabeth Halbur
Ashleigh Marie Harvey
Ashley Ann Huggins
Megan Marie Kangiser
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Samantha Nicole Klasek
Amy Coral Lang
Danielle Ione Larson
Cari Beth Lee
Miranda May Olsen
Lisa Taxier
Gabriella Rachal Van Den Elzen

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
*Master of Public Administration*

Mohammad Abdullah Easa
Jennifer Leigh Keller
Andrew Martin

PUBLIC HEALTH
*Master of Public Health*

Rabia Amjad
Jazzyne Azure Anderson
Kelsey Morgan Dail
Melissa Leigh Erbe
Carola Alexandra Ferrer Simo
Shelby Jo Fritsch
Brittany Rae Goodridge
James Michael Groh
Sofia A Haile
Allison Ann Hoppe
Christina Khouri
Kristin Diane Komnick
Reshma Ann Kurian
Hannah Lee
Darek Romain Lucas
Shagufa Maududi
Audrey Denise McGuire
Chelsea Elaine Moore
Rachel Kelley Morgan
Shabnam Nikravan
Omobola Odunlami
Hannah Mary Onderko
Fauzia Osman
Michael Otzelberger
Stacey Marie Pangratz
Elizabeth Marie Yogerst

SOCIAL WORK
*Master of Social Work*

Layla Michelle Bahrami
Tyce E Bateman
Aaron Lamont Blathers Jr
Anna Renee Bolwerk
Namazii U Brooks
Audrey K Buchanan
Kellie Bennett Butler
Zachary Chartrand
Jessica Hope Cirillo
Ashley Costigan
Angela Rose Dedlow
Jennie Corine Dinsmore
John Lawrence Dubord
Allie Margaret Eichenhofer
Veronica Ann Gartland
Tammy Gray
Lisa Harris
Brei Hileman
Joshua Michael Hintz
Brianna Ashley Jarrett
Brianna Shante Jones
Taylor Elizabeth Leibfried
Brett Matthew Lieungh
Micaela Marie Magel
Raven Tiara Moody
James Soren Oliver
Vanessa Marie Peters
Brooklyn Marie Peterson
Katelyn Ann Phillips
Colin Radcliffe
Zoe Winter Reinhardt
Hollis Elizabeth Reynolds
Amanda Nicole Rosman
Jennifer Catherine Savage
Derek Smith
Marissa Amy Vandenbush
Allison Malofsky Ward
Rachel Ann Whaley
Jasmine Whiting
Lisette Maria Whittaker
Zoua Pa Xiong
Nicole Lynn Zellner

SOCIOLOGY
*Master of Arts*

Katie Lynn Behl
Navada Hessler

SPANISH
*Master of Arts*

Arcadio Antonio Bolanos-Acevedo
Ana Maria Casas Olcoz
Jesus Alberto Garcia Bonilla
Mark Bradley Hanson
Laura Martinez-Geijo Roman
Saul Ivan Oceguera-Hernandez

URBAN PLANNING
*Master of Urban Planning*

Christopher Matthew Sandor
Trent William Schultz

URBAN STUDIES
*Master of Science*

Peter James Burress
Joshua Sam Diciaula
Jamison Montgomery Ellis
Kenneth Craig Hodges
Isabella Rieke

WOMEN’S & GENDER STUDIES
*Master of Arts*

Theresa Ann Benser
Jill Madelyne Hoffman
Elen Parker
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & URBAN PLANNING
Dean Robert C. Greenstreet
Bachelor of Science
Sara Ali Alhakami
Cyrus Amani
Cullen Spencer Andersen
Jelani Asante Andrews
Michael James Behnke
Landis Belott*
Peter James Bonesho
Ryan Nicholas Bourland
Justine Frances Bradley*
Jude Cann
Tucker James Diethelm
Nicole Lydia Sunny Dolezal*
Quincy Drane*
Elena Mara Farin
Roxanne Lillian Garcia
Trevor Lee Georgeson
Alexander Ross Giesler
Amy Marie Goetz
Mitchell John Greetan
Asal Abdel Issa
Sam Douglas Janssen*
Yung Soo Kim
Evon Vincent Kind
Cameron Robert Kursel*
Megan Lynn Landkowski*
Jessica Mae LeBoeuf*
Mao Lee*
Eli Nowlen Liebenow
Zefeng Lin
Denise Lorenz
Brady Thomas Ludvik
Dalton Patrick Macari
Jude Sullivan Mariutto
Max Quinlan Miceli
Daniel Monrroy Morales
Noah Sebastian Monty
Kevin Anthony Murray
Madeline Jane Ninmann*
John P O’Malley
Josef Alec Pautsch
Ryan Michael Pubentz
Tyler Ray Roloff
Joseph Phillip Russella*
Andres Moctezuma Santos
Austin Mackenzie Schroeder
Thavixay Senthavy
Angel Servantez
Stennar Elias Skoglund-Anderson
Tanner Mackenzie Sment
Matthew C Stock
Kristina Sutulaite
Benjamin Paul Washburn
Lander Yang
Gabriel Peter Yeager*
Nicholas Adam Zimmerman

PECK SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Fine Arts
Qays Fakhri AL akeidy
Afreeen Alam*
Masouma Aldar*
Reem Alwajeeh
Alexis Reed Amenson
Danielle Attoe
Joseph Donald Barbieri
Haylee Isabella Bartley
Chelsea Hanna Becher*
Robyn Leigh Bennett*
Conner Vernon Bersing
Alyssa Catherine Billings*
Hayley Rose Blau
Caroline Armstrong Boettcher
Rebecca Lynn Bollinger
Dakotasky Elizabeth Bowen
Carolyn Dilara Bristow*
Viktor Fineas Brusubardis
Thomas McNally Bryant
Emily Dawn Busch*
Amy Marie Butler*
Nicole Elizabeth Casperson
Samuel Carey Catania
Ian Thomas Cessna*
Daniel Marcus Chin*
Gabriella Maria Cinseros*
Naomi Linn Dable*
Ryli Malloy Decorah*
Alexa Skye Denk
Michael James Dodge
Emily Kay Duffy
Nora Carolyn Ehlers
Kathleen Marie Faracy
Angela Jo Flaig*
John Flaig*
Steffen Walter Francisco
Lyndi Reid Frazier*
Jonathan Richard Fries
Huan Gan
Erick Christian Gani
Gabriel Peter Garcia
Benjamin William Geis
Heidi Christine Geisler
Marissa Marie Gentz*
Beatrice Jordan Gerfin
Nicholas Steven Goll
Le Gong*
Cory Ray Gorman
Fiona Rose Gray
Kyle Anne Grendys
Olivia Rose Griefentrog
Mary Ellen Griffin*
Joshua Patrick Guarisco
Alexander Thomas Gugg
Bing Guo
Ian Edward Guyette*
Kyle Thomas Hanneken*
Alexandria Christine Hardman
Suana Hasani
Molly Elizabeth Hassler
Michael John Hayden*
Samantha Grace Hein
Nicole Ann Henricks*
Fue Her
Trevor Allen Hintz
Erin Elizabeth Homuth
Kollin William Horn
Elizabeth June Horvath*
Shannon Elizabeth Howerton
Wensi Hu

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Zicheng Huang
Tonya Michelle Huss
Jordyn Nicole Jablonski
Emily Jack*
Amber Luann Jackson*
Lauren Ruth Jahke* 
Kelsey Kaitlyn James
Erica L Johnson
Arcadia Ivy Katzenberger*
Alexander Lynn Kayser*
Emma Jane Keehan*
Ezekiel Furlong Kelder
Chantel Marie Kelly
Lindsey Rosell Kelly*
Molly Mae Kiefer*
Caelan Hallie King*
William James Komas
Daniel Robert Koplitz*
Alicia Marie Krucken
MacKenna Elizabeth Krupa*
Emily Narisse Kuester*
Megan Marie Kuhn
Zari Kristina Kunesh*
Corey Michael Lafleur*
Kelsey Lee*
Nekea Gabrielle Leon
Bilan Liu
Jose Antonio Lozano
Kaitlin Marie Mader*
Connor Gerard Main*
Reem Abdulkader Manfaltou*
Megan Anne Marren*
Jason Richard Martin*
Charles Douglas Mathis
Tisiphani La Toya Mayfield*
Rosa Ciara Mohan*
Haley M Moore*
Brogan Stephen Moriarty
Nicole Ann Morley*
Peter Cheng Moua
Ariana Rose Mulle
Justin Alexander Muro*
Peter Martin Murphy
Melissa K Mursch*
Chelsea Adele Nanfelt
Andrew Madison Natvig
Cole Olaf Oleson
Brooke Katherine Olson*
Anna Pakalske
Kelsey A Parks*
Austin Jeffrey Patrick*
Zhegong Peng
Kelsey Reid Perez
Reilly Lynne Peterman*
Katelin Hope Joo Princel*
Edward James Pronley
Caitlin Mary Raether
Angela Dawn Rahm*
Katherine Christine Rasch
Katherine Grace Ray*
Bryce Michael Ring
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Robare*
Dion Dominique Robinson
Jeffrey D. Robison*
Perla Marina Robles
Cassandra Christine Schifano*
Thomas Lester Schramp
John Sengadalaphet
Elizabeth Seonbuchs
Shicong Sheng
Samuel Oliver Skogstad
Elijah Indigo Smith*
Emma Lily Smith
Sarah Marie Smith
Todd Andrew Snethen*
Rikke Engel Spanner
Eric Alexander Stark*
David Everett Starry*
Joseph Michael Paul Steiner*
Brennen Steines*
Madeline Rose Stocking
Alexander Paul Suzko
Gabrielle Tesfaye*
Christina Colleen Theobald*
Jiexin Tian
Christopher Allen Trejo*
Zachary L Tremblay*
Troy Alexander Tyler
Stefanie Marlyn Valverde*
Sonia M Vasquez
Jimmi Renae Weyneth*
Peter Clayton Whelpley
Rebecca Elizabeth Whitty*
Katie Marie Willmering
Jacob Elliot Wollach
Xujun Wu
Rebecca Michele Young*
Daniel Robert Yourich*
Rui Zha
Yifan Zheng
Yingyi Zhou

**SHeldon B. Lubar School of Business**
Dean Kanti Prasad
Bachelor of Business Administration

Giovani Acevedo
Eniola A Adeyi
Stephanie Marie Aker*
Ibrahim Fouad Al Ibrahim
Mohssn Mohammed Al Jeshi
Wala Riyadh M Al Jeshi
Abdulrahman Nasir Al Madan
Yousef Azmi Alaadid
Brett Bernard Albers
Fahad Ibrahim Aldawood
Tamara Shanee Alexander
Yasser Alfaawakhiri*
Abdulrahman Muhammad-Alghufaily
Khaled Ahmed Alhimmadi
Waled Al Alharbi*
Amar Nasser Alhazza
Saleh Sulaiman Aljarboua
Amal Sadeq Aljeshi
Basil Ali Alkalif
Ammar Yaser Almustafa
Abdulaziz Sameer Alnaim
Abullah Abdulaziz Alqessir
Mohammed Hassan- Alsaysaban
Mohammed Alshammasi
Yasser Alsharef
Meshari Khalid Altamimi
Abdullah Alzahrani
Leah Un Amich
Dylan Earl Amick*
Ashley Anderson
Colleen Rae Anderson
Hana Hart Anderson*
Thomas Henry Anderson*
Derek Domenico Apostoli*
Nicole Susan Arnold
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Morgan Brielle Aschenbrenner*
Odai N Assad
Natália Ayala*
Kody Albert Babler
Jessica Lynn Baehr
Shriya Bajracharya
Brent Mitchell Balog
Paige Suzanne Baranski
Madeline Frances Barrett
Jefferson David Barry
Rebecca Lynn Bavinick
Morgan Ashley Befus
Adnaan Mirza Beg
Kathryn Marie Belli
Sara Bentley*
Mitchell David Berendt
Jarrett Bergmann
Ricky Lee Bergmann
Shelby Marie Berlin
Mellisa Elaine Bialcik
Abbygale Marie Bierman
Elí Christian Bilderback
Elisa Catherine Bilderback*
Madeleine Ann Bischoff*
Benjamin Leigh Blader
Ryan Randall Bodden
Alex David Bolton
Neziah M Bowers
Brittany Lee Brahm
Justin Michael Brant*
Rachel Cathrine Branton*
Rachel Montgomery Bray*
Chandler Breitzman-Ellershaw
Heather Calumpang Brown
Joshua Samuel Brown*
Nicole Marie Bruesewitz*
Brady Robert Bruss
Brittany Nicole Buckley
Emily Rose Budz
Evan William Burkart
Jessica Janine An toilette- Burks
Dominic Thomas Butzen
Zachary Alexander Canner
Nicholas David Carlson
Marco Antonio Carranza
Mitchell Leo Carroll
Brian Alexander Cartwright*
Tiare Castro
Vang Lee Cha
Lucy Chang
Callianne D Chappell*
Yundan Chen*
Jimmy Chen
Jixuan Cheng
Jason Christensen
John Paul Christensen
Keith Christiansen*
Connor Robert Christman
Devon Alexa Cielinski
Philip Brumblay Clausen
Wanniebah Princess Cole
Drew Patrick Collar*
Samuel Edilberto Colon
Jesse Tomoya Comeau
Calvin Tyler Condon
Austin James Copping
Dominic James Costanzo
Nicholas Michael Covelli
Cierra Kay Coyle*
Nicholas A Creech
Edwin Michael Cybela
Dominic Anthony D’Alessandro
Muhammed Darwich
Nathan Christopher De La Barra*
Claire Elizabeth Del Vecchio*
Jeremy DeLong II
Paul Jordan Demakopoulos
Ryan Joseph Denninger
Ian DeRaleau*
Celine Marie Diedrick*
Peter Ditter
Mohammed Walid Domyati
Joshua Michael Drews
Chase Edward DuChateau*
Katelyn Rose Duranso
Erik Edwards
Tyler John Espinoza
D’Jaelen Jaivon Evans
Quinn Liam Fuhey
Kevin James Falk
Yiru Fang*
Lukas Michael Farley

Kailey Marie Fassbender
Brock Allen Ferger*
Aaron Vernon Ferguson
Amanda Joy Field
Matthew Jordan Fitzpatrick
Magnus Flo Flaatedal*
Brice Douglas Flentje
Luis Jorge Fletes
Allison Claire Fojt*
Chantel Rose Forget*
Erin Marie Francisco-Brown
Tessa Elyse Fredrichs
Noah William Fritschler
Sadie Mae Fuller*
Jordan Thomas Furey
Allison Janel Gadbois
Steven Robert Gajewski
Alberto Garcia
Alyssa Rae Gardner
Brent James Gassner
Kimberly Ann Geary
Samuel Gustave Gehrig
Rebecca Lynn Geier
Jacob Donald Giffhorn
Jake August Glidden*
Mark Raymond Glowacki
Tyler Mitchell Goad*
Philip Grant Godager*
Taylor Gabriel Goddard
Noah Gregory Goetsch
David G Gomez
Santiago Gomez
Christopher Michael Gonia
Erick Alfredo Gonzalez
Mario Jesus Gonzalez
Alyssabeth Nicole Goodrich
Garrett Benjamin Goodwick
Bryan Gabriel Gorelik
Justin Daniel Gorski
Nicholas James Gort
Nicholas Celestino Grady*
Robin Lee Gralton
Alex Ryan Griffin
Anna Noel Grinde
Nick A Guerrera
Thomas James Gull
Sam Jonas Gultch
Andrew Nicholis Gunderson

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Shagun Gupta
Kelsi Lynn Gustafson*
Katherine Rae Hafemeister
Tate Michael Halberg
Jacob Michael Halcarz
Steven Gary Hameister
Alexis Catherine Hamilton
Devin Patrick Hanrahan
Patrick Gerard Hanrahan
Yassine Amor Hantous
Tongtong Hao
Molly Jane Harmon
Austin James Hayburn
Peter Hegerty
Michael Del Henzel
Thomas James Herbert
Jedidiah Robert Morgan-Hersey
Emily Bremer Ho*
Zachery Joseph Hoeth*
Ty Hoffmann
Jeri Louise Hofmann
Jinglu Hong*
Sarah Ann Hopkins
Jacob Thomas Hornak*
Fabian Patrick Houghton
Alexander D Howe*
Jacky Moy Huang
Savannah Rae Huettl*
Breanna Joyce Hults*
Jonathan David Huntington
Katelyn Delores Illingworth
Joseph Lawrence Janette
Branko Jankovic
Kellie Diane Jankowski*
Casey Jon Jefson
Sang Kye Jeong
Hyung Suk Ji
Qilin Jian
Jonathan Johnson
Austin Johnson
Saprina Destiny-Ray Johnson
Taylour Jane Johnson
Peter Andrew Jones
Joseph Daniel Jordan
Samuel Edward Jurken
Francesco Peter Kafura
Brandon Palakiko Kalani
Corey Peter Kamin
Brett Aaron Kasper
Simran Kaur
Kelsey Rae Kawula*
Ryan Patrick Kearns
Katherine Elizabeth Keenan
Spencer Adam Kellogg
Ryan Kirkpatrick*
Matthew James Klofta*
Lucas Charles Klover
Spencer Benjamin Knezev
Frank Kobinah
Joseph Jerome Koch
Lauren Mae Kocourek
Emily Jeanne Koepsel
Kelsey Rose Koller
Benjamin Thomas Kolz
Christina Marie Komoroski
Kyle David Komplin
Devon Kopet*
Erin Elizabeth Kopplin
Melissa Hope Korth
Kassie Mae Kraemer*
Lukas Scott Kreger*
David Andrew Kroll*
Paige Anna Lee Krueger
Paige Marie Kukla
Michael John Kurth
Julia Marie Kurtzweil
Clayton Alexander Kysely
Clinton Allan Lampshire*
Charles Adam Lange*
Justin T Langley
Megan Lynn LaPlant
Deandra Lynn Larson
Karina Rae Laufenberg
Hoang Le
Thuan Cong Le
Justin Lee
Kathy Lee
Mouang Lee
Pa Houa Lee*
Christopher Allyn Legault
Alexandra Sydney Lehner
Joshua Scott Lemke
Brett Thomas Lentz
Mary Ann Leonard
Anthony John Leonardelli
Rachel Ann Liegel*
Hao Lin
Brian Melvin Linder-Elam
Jerome Linn*
Neal Listwan
Alanna Marie Lloyd
Tsaywchaj Lo
Ashley Kay Loduhu
Brittany Jean Loepfe*
David Joseph Loffredo
Dan Lor
Houa Lor
Yimeng Lou*
Muhammad Usamah Loveless
Gustav William Lubben
James Robert Ludington
Kari Lee Lund
Christopher Donald Lynch
Kieran Gregory Lynch
Nicholas Charles Maas
Daniel Henry Macek
Vincent Patrick Madden
Kelsey Ann Malenke
Matthew Manske
Connor James Marek
William Prescott Marshall
Mitchell Richard Martin
Solomon Hadeer Matloub
Kyle James Matthews*
John Gordon McArthur*
Jordan Marie McGahan
Kennedy John Patrick-McGuigan
Enjoyli Penny Meeks
Celia Emmaline Mellendorf
Daniel Peter Melnick
Sydney E Mentzer
Nicholas George Merriam
Sydney Avon Merritt
Jordan Alexis Meyers*
Hamzhah Mian*
Kelliianne Elizabeth Mielke
Ryan Daniel Miller*
Aleksandar Milosevic*
Lindsay Jean Miner
Olyvia Suzanne Moczynski
Peter J Moede
Marc Warren Moeser
Abel T Momon
Calton Favian Montoya*
continued

SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Nicholas Alan Moon
Jordnae Symone Moore
Elizabeth Mora Gutierrez
Victor M Mora
Autumn Yvonne Morrisey
Brandon Lee Motter
Dalton Scott Motter
Rachel J Muelrath
Shannon Marie Mullins*
Steven James Mulvey*
Zain Mustansir
Dalton John Nelson
Nathan Apilat Nelson
Amina Shaban Nemer
Jacob Neustedter*
Chuong Thai Nguyen*
Benjamin Kaiser Novak
Desiree Tyler Nowak
Madison Paige Nowak
Marvin Ivan Nunez
James Florian Oberhauser*
Michael Edward Obst
Kacee Mae Ochalek*
Natalie D O’Connell
Olugbenga Kayode Ogunlana
Seung Jun Oh*
Benjamin Parker Oliver
Luke Ethan Olson
Zachary Brad Olson
Jonathan Henry Olszewski*
Alaeldeen Ali Omar
Ghedi Omar
Meghan Olivia Opgenorth
Charles Edward Organ
Ruben Lorenzo Ortiz
Christian Ramon Pacheco
Yulia Palagniuk
Megan Parker Palasz
John Victor Pankow
Aesha Jitendra Patel
Emily Pelky
Polina A Perkins
Natalie Elizabeth Perry
Robert Darrell Phillips*
Aimee Piatek
Nicole Christine Picchietti
Brandon Alexander Pick
Jessica Marie Plumley
Jennifer Marie Prebil
Nicholas J Price
Jason Prink
Ayman Mamoun Qadadha
Zouzi Qi*
William Clayton Quirke
Karyn Alma Rabenhorst
Danielle Pearl Radix
Marcelino Joseph Ramirez
Alison Janelle Rasch
Chelsey Ann Rayala
Matthew D Rebstock
Kaitlyn Nicole Regal
Sameer Rehan*
Connor Paul Reilly
Rachel Noel Reimann*
Emily Reinhard
Jennifer Ashley Remmel
Angela Ellen Reyes
Noah James Ricker
Dirk Allen Rigsby
Joseph Charles Risch
Molly Martha Robinette
Amanda Lee Rodriguez
Lois Cathrine Roloff
Vanessa Roman
Tristan Parrenio Rosenkranz
Evan Nicholas Runde
Emily Elizabeth Ruzga
Manbir Singh Saini*
Rebecca Lynn Sampson*
Jack Richard Sanders
Alexander Tailor Sayles
Robert S Schacht*
Luke Fukuzato Schlough
Eric Paul Schmalz
Travis Joel Schmeltzer*
Abby Elizabeth Schneider*
Carrie Ann Schneider
Erich Brian Schneider*
Steven Michael Schrank
Addison Arcilla Schultz
Lindsay Michelle Schwab
Danae Alyssa Schwartz
Erick Donald Scott
Jamie Marie Scott
Laura Scott*
Shannon Leigh Scully*
Justin Anthony Seflow
Rachel Michael Sehmer
Emily Ann Senger*
Ahmed Abdrahim- Shaaban
Anhad Shergill
Alyssa Marie Shore*
Connor A Shreve
Rebecca Denice Simet
Gurcharan Singh*
Arica Laine Smith*
Nicholas Allen Smith*
Paige Beverly Smith
Ross Martin Smith
Wyatt James Smith
Nicole Kathryn Socha
Michael Thomas Sokolowski
Aaron James Sonntag
Kaitlin Ann Speaker
Drew Timothy Speth
Makayla V Spivey
Brandan Roy Stepko
Jacob Gregory Stilin*
Brett Thomas Styer*
Savanna Marie Stoewer
Elizabeth Ann Styles
Mortada Yousef Suliman
Zhenlin Sun
Faisal Mansour S Suwaidan
Jason Christopher P Svensson
Victoria Lynn Sweeney
Jacob Samuel Sweet*
Brittany Elizabeth Tainter
Timothy Manning Taylor
Tyley Nathaniel Taylor
Saul Tellez
Briana-Capri Thadison
Jessica Thao
Yuri Thao
Alyssa Lauren Thomas
Cache Thompson
Joshua Robert Timmons*
Andrew Mark Toby*
Katherine Marie Torchia*
Nguyetanh Nguyen Tran

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Tyler Joseph Triveline
Austin Todd Tyshynsky
Thomas Xavier Upham
Justin Scott Uptagraw
Bryan Nicholas Einwald Urban
Mitchell Scott Van Alstyne
Carter Templeton Vanasek
Jessica Ann VanDerVoort
Zach VanDeYacht
Bee Vang
Fong Hmooj Vang*
Ser Vang
Shieryeng Vang
Ryne Joseph VanStippen
Christopher Clifford- VanStraten
Ronald Steven Vargo
Robert John Vasile*
Nicole Renee Venturini
Jacob Arthur Verhaalen
Christopher John Von Der Linn
Benjamin John Wagner
Christopher Douglas Wahl
Madeline Paige Walls
Risheng Wang
Anthony Donald Waranka
Diaman Jewell Warren
Justine Welsh*
Brady Michael Wendland
Benjamin Carl Wenzel
Ryan Thomas Wenzlaff
Nicholas Scott Wesell*
Mitchell Douglas Wessels
Natasha Marie White
Stephanie Maureen White
Paige Wiesend*
David Max Willey
Colton Lee Williams
Alexander Kane Williamson
Reginald Clayton Willman
Ashley Marie Wilson
Jakob Wilson
Sean D Wilson
Benjamin David Wimmer*
Alaina Winston*
Grace Michelle Winter
Molly Margaret Wiltacil*
Corey Joseph Wolf*
Jacqueline Ann Wolff
Peter Gordon Wycklendt*
Barbara K Xiong
Kaocha Xiong
Tina Xiong
Cha Yang
Lambert Yang
Malissa Yang
Chase Thomas Young
Morgan Christine Young
Zachary James Youngchild
Cody James Zaeske
Justin Steven Zahn
Karissa Nicole Zanoni*
Danielle Justine Zarr
Zachary Adam Zars
Zhanglu Zhong*

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Dean Alan Shoho
Bachelor of Science

Eric Aguirre
Cassandra Marie Aimers*
Tanya Mae Airoldi
Shannon Marie Alioto
Allison Ashley Anich*
Sarah Rachelle Aulenbacher
Dakota J Avila Kohout
Ariel Serena Baeseman
Lakesha Monique Bannister
Cory Baritt*
Kaily Taylor Behrens*
Lexy-Ann Geralyn Bergman*
Brittany Paige Billings*
Hannah Grace Bohlen*
Samantha Ashley Bonk
Meghan Michelle Borgwardt
Dawn L. Bowers-Winters
Richard Bradley
Sabrina Marie Bukvich*
Britni Marie Burrows*
Sonya Patrice Butler
Kaitlyn Therese Buxbaum
Sabrina Rose Cairo
Kacey Lynn Campbell
Cole Donovan Chapman
Melissa Jane Chiarello
Monica Linnea Corner
Ashley Nicole Cornford
Matthew David Coyne*
Margaret Christine Crowley
Tabitha Jean Dahl
LaToya Damus
Andrew Martin Damon
Taylor Leigh Danby
Jaci Carolynn Dauphin
Trevor Derksen
Yucca Donahue
Margaret Louise Donaldson
Kelleigh Schoen Doyle
Amanda Jennifer Duranso
Clare Anna Dusold
Sydney Noel Dyer
Jasmine Nicole Edwards*
Marissa Kae Ellertson
Julie Rose Erickson*
Sarah Dorothy Faust
Nikki Nicole Franklin
Daniel James Giffhorn
Lucero Joanna Gonzalez
Maria del Carmen Gonzalez-Nunez
Steven John Greilinger*
Taylor May Hagenbuchar
Reem Hamed
Ellyn Hauber
Savanna Belle Henningfield*
Bianca A Hill
Kevin Honey
Alexis Michala Hoppe
Sierra V Horton*
Ian Arthur Hughes
Mattrius Hyler
Celia Mary Iverson
Michael Donald Jordan
Sarah Jean Jordan*
Yeogyung Jung
Jessica Marie Kalous
Heidi M. J Kangas*
Maya Rose Kaspar
Kaylee Marie King-Lallemont
Drew William Knoten*
Shelby Mae Konkel
Stellana Lea Korb
Kimberly Nicole Kramer*
Mandilyn Marie Krueger
William Krueger

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Emily Lorraine Lenz*
Lauren Marie Leverty*
Abigail Jo Loeper*
Kayla Marie Loos*
Nalee Lor
Clara Inez Madrigal
Madeleine Amelia Magnuson
Susana Marin*
Maria E Marruffo Montalvo*
Kimberly McClellan
Shirley Ann McClure
Arlisia E McHenry
Marissa Arlove Meier*
Joseph John Menting*
Elsi Mercado
Robert Joseph Mikenis*
Michaela Elizabeth Miller*
Brittany Ann Mitchell
Tammy Jean Muraszewski*
Clayton Richard Neal
Brody Dane Oesterreich
Jessyca B Ogier*
Elizabeth Ann Paynter
Juxhina Peck*
Janet Perez
Nicole Arianna Peterson
Mickenzie Taylor Petrie*
Kathryn Suzanne Pleuss
Megan Christine Polglaze*
Grace Mary Portz*
Kaela Ann Rahaman*
Jennifer Rapsch*
Viera Simone Reed
Josefina Regalado Valdes*
Meredith Nicole Rix
Charles H. Robinson
Graciella Felicitas Rodriguez
Emily Rose Romeril*
Allegra Anne Rowland
Hailey Anne Salzman*
Elizabeth Ann Schley
Stephanie Schumacher
Kourtney Kevita Scroggins
Mikala Monique Sebastian
Rebecca Noel Shefield
Savanna Marie Steipler
Andrew Warren Simons
Gavin Daniel Smith
Jordan Lynnae Stefani*
Michelle Stephan*
Armani Cornelius Stone*
Jordan Deion Taper
Brittney Nicole Tarmann
Ryne Vincent Thorne
Kelsey Avolyn Tolar
Kimmethia Amye Tolson
Kaitlin Trokan*
Jennifer Valdivia
Brad Randall Van Pay
Jay Brian VandenLangeberg
Antonia A Vann
Michaela Lynne Wagner
Bryce Jeffrey Warner*
Ally Wellman
Ryan James Westermeyer*
Mary-Alice Wise
Pa Nhia Xiong*
Xee Yang
Gabrielle Marie Zanoni*
Kaylyn Ann Zimmer
Camille Marie Zweifel

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & APPLIED SCIENCE

Dean Brett A. Peters
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Caleb John Abegglen*
Amy Renae Adam
Hussein Adam Adams*
Ian Gregory Addison
Arham Raza Akbar
Abdulrahman Abdullah-Albrahim
Abdulaziz Alhamad
Ali Mohammed Alhussain
Mitchell Dalton John Allard
Jumanah Almzurdi*
Mohammed Fathi AlMuzel
Hussein Ahmed S Alnasir
Naif Yahya Alsalem
Ibrahim Mohammed Alshehri
Khalid Rashid Alshehri
Mohammed Ali Alsomali
Musaed Khalid A Alsuwaidan*
Robert John Amerling
Ernst Stephen Arnhold
Trevor Michael Aston
Muzahir Badani
Evan James Becker
Kyle Frederick Becker*
Mitchell Anthony Behnke*
Brittney Nicole Bembenek*
Jacob Harvey Berman
Zachary Ryan Berube
Ashwin Hemant Betrabet
Benjamin John Biertert
William James Bigari
Bradford Daniel Bishop*
Max-Lukas Brugger
Jefferson M Buchanan
Brandon Matthew Cegelski*
Benjamin Robert Chapman
Johannes Krehl Christian*
Ian Matthew Clark
Joseph Pietro Corrao
Gonzalo Couto-Lain
William Crawford
Michael Daton
Michael John Davis
Elizabeth De Hoedt*
Nicholas De Leo*
Nathaniel Thomas DeLeeuw
Prajiwal Dhungana
Shuxin Dong
Dixit Rajnikant Dudhat
Scott A Ehliert*
Isn Elsharef
Yusef Rafat Elsharef
Ozan Sage Emsun
Joshua D Ertl*
Tyler John Estes
Edwin Ezekwu-Elendu*
Jessica Marie Ferruzza
Angela Ruth Fleischman
Matthew J Foote
Yevgeniy Andreevich Foster*
David Matthew Frailey*
Ryan Franke
Scott Patrick Frazier
Cameron James Frederiksen
Michael Robert Garner
Anthony Roland Geiger

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Derek Ray Gemmel
Emily Ann Gerstein
Kyle Jakob Gerum
Ashten Gerard Geurts
Jeremiah Austin Goebel
Sam Dylan Gollon
Frank Basil Greco
Jacob Bernard Grodek*
Andrew J Gross*
Edgar Guerrero*
Rick M Hammerer
Michael David Hanson*
Eric Raiden Heckman*
Timothy William Hennessey*
Kodee Mathew Hensrud
Austin Chimeng Her
Katie Ann Hoagland
Eric Michael Hoffman*
Ryan James Honerlaw
Yuling Hu*
Joseph Aaron Jackson
Justin Tyler Jacobson
Samir Mark Jarjour
Victor Eduardo Jimenez-Rico
Lowell Douglas Johnson
Sang Jin Kang
Cecelia R Kasten
James Thomas Kennedy*
Ryan Charles Kennedy*
Brandon Charles Khoury*
Jason Daniel Klein
Shawn Michael Kroll
Nathan James Kryzynski
Cody Christopher Kuchinski
Adarsh Kurian
Zachary Richard Laabs
Andrew Richard Larson
Thomas Anthony Larson*
Alex JonUtech Lesher
Shuaizhi Lin
Joel Antonio Lopez
Adam Clark Lowe
Michael Joseph Lyles
Christopher David Magnuson*
Matthew Jerome Makowski
Sourintha Manikham
Wayne Manyen
Brady Ivor Mathisen
Maxwell McCoy
Joshua Gerald McEllen
Austin John Menke
Gabriel Xavier Merriman
Ethan Lawrence Mianecki
Nicholas Paul Mikelonis
Jarod Andrew Miller
Madison James Morrison*
Jaong Moua
William James Neave*
Philips Huy Nguyen
Tyler Daniel Nimphius*
Matthew Paul Nordman
Graham Seth Novak
Sebastian Alexander Olaciregui*
Ryan James Olson*
Jaime Johan Ortiz-Zuasnabar
Mitchell Allen Ott
Nisrit Pandey*
Parth Devendra Patel
Silas Benjamin Petrie
Brandon Jason Pilmaier
Christopher James Pinter
Vishal Ashok Pipaliya
Sean Alexander Powell
Logan John Pruess
Kamil Purta*
Jack Gilmour Reesman
Kyle Willard Remich
Zachary James Resler
Ian Christopher Richards
Kain James Roepke
Nicholas Roy
Caleb John Rozema*
Anthony Collin Schaever*
Brian Robert Schafer
Christopher L. Schwab
Valerie Sue Seidl
Aaron Michael Sherman
Brock Randall Sigl
Anthony Raymond Silva
Daniel James Simenson
Rairbrinder Singh
John Alaix Sjoberg*
Derick Dean Smith
Logan Christopher Smith
Taylor James Soderling*
Patrick Joseph Soldner*
Christopher James Spiwak
Zach Adam Staedler
Justin Thayeng Stange
Jason Andrew Steffke*
Michael Stefik
Shawn Patrick Strong
Timothy Ian Szuba
Andrew John Szulczewski
Ahmad Reshad Tawabuddin
Laahoua Thao
Evan David Tobin
Dulay Manuel Trujillo
Paul Stephen Unger
Swfeng Yang
Marko Vuckovic
Austin Joseph Walker*
Kimberly Ann Walsh
Garrett Walvoort*
Alexander James Weber
Samuel Mark Webster
Dishen Wen*
David James Widener*
Todd Gregory Williams
Jack Lynn Williford
Ryan Wurm-Tran*
George Jacob Alexander-Wysor
Timothy Chue Mord Xiong
Alexander Toushoua Yang
Allison Yang
Kou Yang
Austin Dray Young
Stephen Paul Zakowski
Ronald William Zalewski
Maria Christine Zompolas

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Ron Cisler
Bachelor of Science

Ala Jamal Abdeljaber*
Zeki Mohammad AbuLughod*
Thea Jade Aguo*
Jafar Ali Alabdrabalnabi
Javon Lamar Albright
Siraj Mohammed H AlSafar
Alaa Fahd M Alshareef
Shahad Ali A Altabie*
Renna Wael Al-Zubeidi
Katie Amoroso
Rebecca Ann Anderson*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued
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Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Omoruyi Collins Okundaye
Mikelyn Irene Olsen*
Guzman Orozco
Cheyenne Corrine Osgood*
Erica Joyce Patterson*
Trisha Ann Patton
Justin Pellmann
Lindsey Dawn Peters
Alejandra Sophia Pettis*
Kendra Ann Pezewski
Matthew Clark Picard
Hannah Lynn Pilgard
Donica Pitkins
Clinton Tyler Plowman
Rachel Anne Pollard*
Zachary Scott Purnell
Alexandra Sophia Pettis*
Kendra Ann Pezewski
Matthew Clark Picard
Hannah Lynn Pilgard
Donica Pitkins
Clinton Tyler Plowman
Rachel Anne Pollard*
Zachary Scott Purnell
Alexandra Rae Raasch
Anthony Brian Rajchel
Cassandra Anne Rasch*
Krysti G Reece
Adriana Rees
Lauren Alexandra Reichl*
Scott Allen Reilley*
Jelena Ristic
Nicole Ann Robbins*
Terisa Allice Robichaud*
Lacey Jane Roche*
Chloe Rogers
Katelyn Marie Rowlett*
Colin Austen Rowley
Graciela Elizabeth Rubio
Khaled Shawkat Salem
Diana Laura Sanchez
Jennifer Louise Schill*
Destiny Michelle Seidl
David Harold Semianczuk
Ricky Amador Serna
Haley Margaret Simpson
Sukhpreet Singh
Sundeep Singh
Anna Marie Smallley
Amanda Rose Smith*
Emilie Kirsten Snow
Jean Marie Stathas
Justin David Steffek
Killian Lucille Sukowaty
Caitlin Christine Sullivan
Hannah Mae Swenson*
Ian Patrick Tess-Wanat
Madeline Paige Tetzke*
Pachia Rose Thao
Saeree Thao
Nicholas James Thiel
Michael Allen Tiskus
Johnny Tran*
Caroline Anne Treis*
Brianne Yvonne Treleven
Robert Redmond Trimble
Madeline Kay Tucker*
Katia Elizabeth Valdivia-Villafana
Kalea Haunani Rae Vanderboom
Austin Vanderhoof
Lee Vang
Pang Vang
Maria Ann Velez
Alisyln Elizabeth Vermy
Erik J Vokaty
Evan M Voss*
Baylee Marie Votava*
Natalie Jean Walentowski-Smith
Spencer James Wall*
Mallory Mae Washington*
Ashley Danielle Webb*
Michael James Webb
Lindsay Mae Weiss
Taylor Florence Welsch
Leah Marie Wheaton
April White*
Kristin Marie Wichert*
Catherine Rosemary Wilson*
Jacob John Wilson
Morgan Faith Wilson
Olivia Yanez Wilwert
Daniel Christopher Winecki*
Octavia Elizabeth Winters
Christina Ann Wirtz*
Hailey Marie Woodward*
Hli Xiong
Jar Xiong
Kong Xiong
Xong Xiong
Agean Ser Yang
Kaohli Yang
Pahoua Jennifer Yang*
Xai Yang
Capre Shauvella Yates
Steven Daniel Yorio

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information
Science and Technology

Nawaf Abdullah Albedany
Assaye Assefa
Matthew Gregory Baran
Laquan Narvell Bates
David Washington Baylor
Nicholas W Berg
James Biggs
Patrick Joseph Bivona*
David Bowman
Alexander J Breen*
Erik Briggs
Michael D Brown*
Matthew Robert Buboltz
Michael Allen Butschle
Dakota C Caldwell
Roger Thomas Canfield*
Matthew Chason
Yasir Cheema*
Kevin Robert Cherek
John Bernard Clucy
Darrell James Cochran
Alexander Dolfen Dederich
Alexander Jackson Denson
Latreda Downey
Betsy Ann Duginski
James M Ensign
Nicholas Robert Esquivel*
Marangelis Figueroa
Aaron James Fox
James Paul Francis
Noelle P Fredrich
Kelby Lawrence Fritz
Samuel Patrick Gillingham*
Timothy David Haltiner
Colin James Han
Alexander Joseph Hart
Casey George Hartjes-Grigg*
Brian Richard Hartling
Allison Rae Hecker*
Morgan Marie Heller*
Mindy Jo Hink*
Mitchell Hlava
Angela Dawn Holbrook

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

SCHOOL OF
INFORMATION STUDIES

Adam James Hunter
Adam Philip Husby
Michael Le Huynh
Jamie Michael Jochmann*
Lauren Marie Johnson*
Meleia Johnson
Michale Wayne Jones
Dezmond Xavier Jones
Michael Wayne Jones
Boban Jose
Adrienne Paige Kangas
Douglas James Kapus*
Jared W Kaufman
Peter Joseph Khanthavong
Tyler Kingsawan
Lauren Elizabeth Kohlenberg*
Shayna Leigh Koudelka*
Christopher Allen Kowaleski
Jennifer Dawn Lambert
Alfonso Lechuga
Nick Lee
Jillian LeNoble
Brendan James Lenzner
Sarah Leppanen*
Caitlyn Rose Letterer*
Keith B MacMartin
Joseph Anthony Marino
Maryann Stana McClellan*
William Ryan Mech*
Gerald Miksch
Alexander George Montesantos
Jason Sharod Moore
Vincent Yeng Moua*
Hassaan Ahmed Murtaza
Jon Kent Nordeen
Chinenye Ben Obinwaede
Patrick Joseph Olson
Cody Scott Pasbrig*
Mason Sean Peressini*
Joseph Anthony Peters
Jonathan David Pfeiffer*
Ashley Raven Phillips
Cassandra Polinski
Daniel Regalado
Charles Rice*
Nathan James Robertson
Michael James Roche*
Michael Rochon
John Clifford Rodgers
Jessica Lee Ross*
Anne Nicole Roundy
Ryan Kevin Nonito Sablay
Terrick Parker Sauer*
Beth Ann Schmitt
Monica Sharky*
Jack Philip Skelton-Miller*
Keira Richele Skenadore*
Jordan Lewis Smith
Jeremiah Bruce Steidinger
Julie Rae Streifel
Brian Sukala
Noah Patrick Sullivan
Rodney DeShay Tapp
Matthew David Tolzmann
John Robert Traudt*
Lauren Ashley Trotter*
Rocio Valle
Joshua Vang
Justin Thomas Vavra
Kelsey Waldoch
Douglas Ryan Wargolet*
Jabarti Warsame
Franz A Werkmeister
Tyler Lyle Werth
Michael K Wincek
Alexander Woehler
Chakong Xiong
Nhia Xiong
Yeng Xiong
Nounee Yang*
Joseph Zeibaq
Margaret Kay Zoerb
Cathy L Zornes
Samer Alanani*
Lydia Albright
Jumana Zohair Al-Juma
Abdulaziz Yahya Alsharidah
Nicole Alswager*
Jorge L Ambrosio
Monique Marie-Luise Amidon
Megelaake Corneliuss- Amuhngwa
Ashley Ann Anderson
Daniel William Anderson
Nicole Andrea Anderson
Sydney Alexus Anderson
Mitchell James Andersson
Brianna Nicole Andre
Jorge Arciniagas*
Sandi Michelle Arient*
Michael Mina Armanious*
Eva Sylvia Armour
Alisha Rose Arndt
Zachary Edward Aspinall*
Eman Atshan
Dela Tsoafianukw Attipoe
Stephanie Atwell
Scott Christopher Baierle
Emily Sue Bakken
Austin James Baldwin
Christian Thomas Balistreri*
Dannielle Mae Ball
Andrea Gwynneth Ballard*
Andrew Ralph Bandy II
Ashley Lafuente Banks
Emily Rae Barker
Chelsie Camille Barnard*
Bradley Barr
Armando David Barron*
Jill Marie Barrow*
Alexander Peter Bartholf
Michael Beau Bartholomew
Kursten Ann Bauer
Christopher Jordan Baumann
Madison Michaela Baumgart*
Allison Marie Bay
Olivia Grace Beauchamp
Patrick Joseph Begley
Ashley M Behnke
Nathaniel Robert Behr
Jacob David Beihoff*
Vincent Gregory Beltrone*
Ilemayri Benitez

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Heidi Bennetts
Cynthia Deborah Bergloff
Jillian Mariah Berglund
Amanda Taylor Bertrang*
Austin John Bevilacqua
Andrew Michael Beyer*
Chrysta Marie Beyer
Melissa Kay Beyhaghi
Jaime Mikhail Bias
Sarah Elizabeth Biehn
Sebastian Oliver Black*
Zari Janelle Blackmon
Peter George Blattie
Brooke Whitney Cho Boersma
Emily Louise Boettcher*
Rose McClelland Bollig
Sarah Louise Borgen
Anna Elaine Botsford*
Selena Lee Boyd-Bretl
James Francis Boyle
Courtney Brooke Bradbury*
Faith Nicole Bradley
Cody Lee Braun
Nathen Troy Breu*
Christopher Paul Brock
Julian Michael Broderick*
Randal Adam Brotherhood
Trevor Brown- Cox
Dominique Maeve Brown
Nicole Rose Buckley
Nicole Erin Bushman
Joshua Lawrence Chamberlain-Butz
Madeline Camacho
Ciara Camberos
Brittany Renee Cannon
Mark Joseph Caringello*
Kyle Roger Carlson
Kristine Marie Carpenter
Mark Anthony Calthon*
Byron Kolb Cassar
Amelia Kristine Cazares
Alec J Cechvah
Alyssa Hillary Chapman*
Edith Chavez
Ahyoung Cho
Jessica Lynn Choinoski
Sara Marie Christensen
Sarah Serene Clapper

Kevin James Clark
Olivia Ann Clifton
James Martin Cocroft Jr.
Mitchell Wayne Coey
Jessica Ann Coffey*
Gabriel Andre Cole-Brant
David Emerson Coleman
Zoe Alexandra Colip*
Shelby Lina Comeau
Herbert Igor Conti Wanderley
Esteban Contreras
Caitlin Rose Cooney
Robert Couillard
Cassandra Lee Cravillion
Ava Alice Crawford-Vukicmec
Madison Roberta Crouch*
Dakota John Crowell*
Wesley Jay Cruz*
Shekinah A Cunningham
Stacy Cussen
Katelyn Faye Dallmann
Sheneda Daniels
Jenna Elizabeth Daroszewski
Brock Sherman Daul
Rhiannon Angharad Davis
Madeline Elizabeth Day*
Luis Roberto De Leon
Shelby Marie Degroote
Nicholas Stanislaus Frederick-DeLaune
William Robert Delligner
Collin Michael DeNamur
Nathan Jon Derge*
Shelly Victoria DeRuyter
Alexis Rose Dettman
Trent Anthony Deuster
Erin Marie Diestler
Santiago Andres Diez
Adrienne Noel Difoggio*
Paul Ryan Dixon*
Ashley Noel Doebert
Dino Jacob Dominici
Alexander Allen Doney
Allison Marie Donner
George Thomas Donovan
John Aristotle Doumanis
Taylor Drews
Arica Lane Drezdzon
Sheretta A Drinkwater

Samantha Morgan Drizner
Charlotte Jeanette DuJardin
Tiara Kaye Duket
Samantha Lee Dunn
Madeline M Dzikowski*
Erich John Eberhardt
Maziar Francis Ebrahimnejad*
William Grant Edmundson*
Alexa Nicole Emmert
McCue William Enright
Matthew Robert Erickson
Quinn Reed Esslinger
Harlee Nicole Evans
Winona Marie Evans*
Brady Daniel Fabisak
Lauren Falicki
Sara Catherine Falline
Tamara Mohammad Faris
Rebekah Christine Farrell
Ruth Margaret Fenelon*
Geena Michelle Ferrill
Miela Fetaw
Daniel Joseph Feuling
Garrett Finn*
Sarah Elizabeth Finn
Samantha Elaine Finnegan
William Carl Fiore*
Emma Aly Fiorita
Nash Lyn Firebaugh
Rachel Fischer
Siobhan Cristin Fitzgerald
Gretchen Anneliese Fleck
Samantha Lee Fletcher*
Spencer Luke Foelker
Haley Nicole Foster
Samantha Lehua Foster
Erin Marie Frank*
Claire Elizabeth Freckmann*
Tristan Louis Freese*
Lisette Frias
Vladislav Friedman*
Natasha Soleil Frohna*
Nathaniel Aaron Froiland
Samuel Richard Fuller
Vianca Iliana Fuster
Nico Azada Gabrail
Constance Lee Gaedtke
Emily Mae Gallagher-Schmitz
William Joseph Gambon

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Anthony Javier Garcia*
Geaneth Alexandra Garcia
Jasmine Cheyenne Garcia
Miguel Garcia*
Haley Juan Garvens
Mary Ellen Garvens
Aaron Andrew Francis Gash
Danielle Christine Gazdecki
Ashley Lynn Geiken
Marisol Genett
Benjamin Brenner Gerard
Andrew Robert Geurts*
Anna Nicole Giacalone
Aubrey Gierahn*
Sarah M. Gilbert*
Jacob Aleksandr Gilbreath
Jamie Lee Gill
Nicole Lynn Ginter*
Cassandra Lee Glad
Saleena Roshel Gomez
Elva Gonzalez
Lucero Joanna Gonzalez
Emily Delphine Goodbear
Charleton Yves-Marie Baron-
Goodman
Nicole Beatrice Gorelik*
Ariel Catherine Goronja
Kyle Robert Goryl
Arielle Faith Grabowski
Matthew Joseph Grabowski
Amanda Nicole Grauman
Arthur August Greiling
Rebecca Marie Greskoviak*
Lule Greva*
Sarah Groh
MaryBeth Groth*
Austin Joseph Guariniere*
Mark Gunia
Melina Simone Haagensen
Mary Elizabeth Hagen
Jessye JinJoo Hale*
Aaron Raymond Hall*
Taylor Anna Haltner
Molly L Halverson
Biltu Hamda
Cassidy McKenna Hammel*
Alena Marie Hansen
Kali Catherine Hanson
Natalie Ellen Hanson
Hunter Scott Hanthorn
Sherwood L Hard
Alisha Denise Harper
Teagen Marie Harri*
Christopher Calvin Harris*
Jamie Leigh Harris
Nour Hasan
Patrick E Haumschild
Denzel Anthony Haynes
Grace Katherine Hefferman*
Anthony Joseph Heffron*
Madeleine Mary Hein
Jeanette Helferich*
Sofia Marlies Helm
Michael David Hendrickson*
Macy Lyn Hennen
Brooke Lily Henning
Jasmin Hernandez
Izaak Robert Herrmann
Samantha Carole Heyen
Ashley Hickey*
Evan William Hietpas*
Benjamin Joseph Hlavacek
Rebecca Rose Holt
Kyle William Honeck
Adam Horts
Christopher J Hoppe
William Vincent Horak
Haley Starr Hornung*
Jennifer Katherine Howski*
Maria Lee Huck
Carina Adeline Humphrey
Chardanay Lanee Hunt
Kathleen Alysh Hurley
Osama Rebhat Hussein Al Sadi
Adan Jacob Hussman
Hannah Leigh Hutchison
Zoe Hannah Idarraga
Saman Imran Imran
Hamza Khalil Jabar
Michaelia Ann Jack*
Antionett Marie Jackson
Melissa Ann Jacobs
Jonathon Adam Jagow
Tyler Daniel Jansen*
Nora Jean Janssen
Serena Y Jaros
Tamara Cathleen Jarvi
Mahum Jawaid
Christopher Jenkins
Rickesha Kiera Jewell
Sabrina Nicole Johnkins
Angel Lee Johnson
Kayla Kristine Johnson
Ryaen Vajee Johnson*
McKenzie Jade Jolicoeur*
BreShuanda Jones
Courtney M Jones
Cristin Ruth Jones*
Derrick Joseph Jones
Erich Matthew Jones*
Dylan Sareya Jordan
Abigail Jean Jorgenson*
Breanna Nicole Jose
Christopher Michael Kactro
Scott Preston Kallaus
Madilyne McKenna Kane*
Omar Ahmad Karim*
Victoria Jean Karll
Kerilyn Kaun
Kaleb Charles Keefe
Bailie Marie Keller
Jordan Scott Kellogg
Oliver Zachary Kemp
Margaret Rose Kennedy*
Allison Rohren Kenny
Jimmy Khun
Samuel Taylor Kieckhafer
Elizabeth Rose Kien
Michaela Lea Adduci King
Sari Lavera King
Sheilisha S King
Katherine Grace Kingsley
Nathan Langbecker Kipfer
Timothy Genesis Kirk
Holly Kay Kirkpatrick
Grace Isabelle Kisch*
Kirsten Julia Klessig
Kayla Lynn Kling
Keely Marie Kohrs-Herwig
Kayla Lauren Kontney*
Kyle Kornfeld
Rachel Star Korom
Morgan Mary Kosterman

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Riley Caitlin Krochmal
Danielle Lynn Krou
Charise Krstic
Gabrielle Ann Kuber
Hana Joan Kursel
Lauren Elizabeth Kutz
Joseph Raymond Laabs
Katherine Patricia Lafond
Claire Elysse Langan
Kaylee Lynn Langron
Amelia Rose Lardy
Michelle Marie Latona
Gabrielle Cecilia Lauder*
Michael David Lazaro
Hanseul Lee
Tou Fong Lee
Stephanie Legoo
Sarah Mary Lehman*
Andrew James Leitheiser
Isaiah Thomas Lemcke
Nicole Ann Lensmire*
Margaret Claire Lessor
Muru Li
Kiana Jo Liesch
Robert William Lindert
Nina Patrice Linero
Eric Gumaro Lira
Nicklaus Augusta Diancin-Lister*
Scott Anthony Litwin
Ryan Matthew Litzau
Mahala Livingston
Aleah Marlene Loll*
John Robert Long
Justin Michael Longo
David Edward Lopour
Pally Lor
Andrea Del Zoccoro Lozano
Christy Marie Lueck*
Cristal Yasmine Lugo
Christina Marie Luick*
Alexis Jalae Luna-Walker
Elizabeth Faith Lund
Mikael Luter
Rachel Jane Lynn
Christine Lyons
Amanda Marie MacDonald*
Collin James Madison
Mallory Rose Madison
Selina Lynn Maeder
Natalie Marie Magnin*
Jennifer Marie Magnuson
Alysa Victoria Maldonado
Armando Jorge Manresa
Abbygail Lee Maranger
Angelica Marie Mares
Taytum Evanne Markee*
Joshua Michael Marquardt
Robert Xavier Marquardt
Candice Courtney Marsh
Jessica Brienne Martin
Micaela Patricia Martin*
Jamie Mason
Moya Nkisi Matabele
Christy Matthews*
Madeline Louise Matzinger
Amanda Brooke Mauerman
Austin Robert Maule
Zachary Maynard
Ascaris D’Vel Mayo
Alyssa Nicole Mazur
Madeline McAuley
Ryan Stanton McBride
Katherine Elizabeth- McCarthy*
Evan Kyle McDonald
James Anthony McDonnell
Kiah Nicole McElroy
Clare Catherine McGuire
Maura Rose McMullen
Samantha Rose McMullen
Heather Lucille Meier
Jules Cornel Mennen*
Lucile Mentkowski
Marisela Mercedes
Ashley Rose Meyer
Zachary R Meyers*
Patrick Thomas Mielke
Amadah Miess
Tania Lee Milosavljevic*
Hally Minser*
Zara Mir
Marian Clare Mlachnik
Jasim Mohamed
Zainab Azhar Mohammad
Brandon Scott Montgomery
Portia Montgomery
Roderick Khalid Montgomery
Tiffany Lara Montiel
Joseph Benjamin Montoya
Jordan Isaak Morales
Brian Claude Moritz
Mark Jonathan Morse
Marissa Jean Moseley
Jack Joshua Mouradian
Justin Moy
Alexandra Mary Mucks
Alan Sebastian Muellegger
Benjamin Joseph Mueller
Kaien Reid Mueller
Shane Mueller
Alizar Shahbaz Bin Mughal
Ramsha Batool Saleem Mughal
Jabril Alim Muhammad
Huy Ju Mun*
Sarah Anne Murphy
Jacob Anthony Musshall
Gabrielle Nicole Nagle
Nathan Daniel Neerhof*
Abby Renee Neis*
Aaron Timothy Nelson
Lauren Raquel Nelson
Nataley Ruth Neuman
Abraham James Newhouse*
Gabrielle Susanne Newman
Laura Hazel Newman
Amelia Newport
Marybeth Shanahan Nicolaosi
Brooke Sylvia Noegel
Emily Holters Nordloh
Stephanie Rae Nordseth*
Emily Elizabeth Norman
Moneeb Aladdin Nouri
Wynter Marie Novak*
Jessica Nuhn
Shauna Leigh O’Keefe*
Taiye Olaniyi Olayemi
Crystal Alexandria Olson
Ian William Olson
Nicolas Adam Olson
Rachel Olson*
Troy Oliver Olson*
Grace Mckenzie O’Neill*
Lindsay Ann Orgas
Samuel John Orlowski
Brandon Michael Owen
Felicia Lynn Owen
Vincent Paasch

*Awarded Commencement Honors
∗Awarded Commencement Honors
Jessa Nicoles Stoffel
Sydney Stokes
Gabriel John Stoltz
Nyeshia Renee Stone
Jacob Eugene Storm*
Laura Beth Sufferling
Gina P Surguy
Kelly Marie Sutinen*
Bernadette Natassia Swanson*
Maggie Lee Szinte
Kalan James Taubner
Abby Nicole Taylor*
Austin Marie Taylor
Joshua Kendrick Taylor*
Vivien Lee TenHaken*
Ka Thao
Kao Zong Thao
Yangbee Thao
Nicole MJ Thom
Christine Marie Thompson
Lisa Marie Thompson*
Therese Ann Thompson
Nathaniel David Thorngate-Rein
Brooke Nicole Thorson
Grace Rosemary Tomasi*
Morgan Torrence
Tiera Denise Trammell
Parker David Trepton
Abigail Mary Trilk
Lauren Nicole Trock
Keith Griffin Turner
Sarah Lynn Tye
Lola Lourdes Tzekua
Angela Marie Uitz*
Christian Michael Umanos
Nicolas Colin Umbs*
Angelene Brea Utley*
Joshua Luis Valdez
Andrea Valerio
Nicholas Michael Van-Wagenen
Christina Ma Vang
Edgar Josue Vargas
Jennah Marie Vaughn*
Jason Anthony Vaught
Justin Robert Vilar
Ryan Anthony Vinhal*
Jessica Viola
Kendra Joy Voelz*
Quinlan Leighton Voet
David Vogel
Matthew Nicholas Vogt*
Mackenzie Marie Wade*
Jacqueline Marie Walkowiak*
Kelsey Joan Wallace
Katelyn Dale Walsh
Matthew Thomas Wamser
Deanna L Washburn*
Simone Nichelle Washington
Jon Andrew Watts
Alisa Sue Weant
Shringalah Maat Tchaas Webb
Eric Robert Weber
Jeremy James Weber
Shawn Lee Weber
Allison Rose Weiner
Victor Henry Weinert
Sarah Rae Weiss
Shanna Marie Wendt
Elizabeth Marie Wenninger
Nathaniel Andrew Werdin
Anne Elizabeth Weske
Lucas Adam White
Spencer White
Andrew P Whittaker*
Paul Christopher Willems
Corey Darrell Williams
Gregory John Wisniewski
Carly Claire Wisth
Gabriel Jean Wisth*
Timothy Thomas Wolff
Nicole Wood
Emma Elizabeth Woollacott
Allegra Vita Woolragle
Kong Xiong
Shua-See Yang
Angelica Margarita Ybanez
Mitchell Thomas Yurkowitz*
Elizabeth Zaal Zaal
Kaily Elizabeth Zacher
Gabrielle L Zaleski
Rebecca Lynn Zdrojewski
Samantha Jean Zerbel
Dylan Ziegler
Darraphone Zieske
Abigail Nichole Zwicke*

*Awarded Commencement Honors

Baccalaureate Degrees

COlLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science
Michelle Adams
Noelle Elizabeth Arcand
Gisela Arteaga-Montes de Oca
Keanna Avery
Gabriela Avila Mora*
Denise Kay Balboa
Lauren B Bartlet
Nicole R Becker Reid
Hailey Lauren Bell
Amy Lynn Bennett*
Erika Jean Books*
Baylee Lucille Borges*
Amber L Brey
Ashlee Anne Briggs*
Elexis Marie Burgett*
Haley Faith Burgmeier*
Thomas Peter Carpenter*
Marysa N Cartgena
Cherrie Alyssa Castaneda*
Joanie Zheng-Chun Chan
Lakrisha Nicole Chess
Miranda L Coplien
Saule Dalcher
Amanda R DeFazio
Jeana Leigh Demant*
Marlyatou Diallo
Opal Dodd
Kristy Dollinger
Jennifer A Duczak
Fatou Dukuray
Taylor Lynn Eder*
Jeanne Ann Endres*
Elicia Elizabeth Engel*
Kelly Estrada*
Theresa Marie Evenson*
Misty Lee Feller
Melanie Rose Ferk
Caitlin Nichole Fielding*
Kelsi Michaela Finney*
Brian Cole Fortney*
Paul Everett Frigoli
Kailee Moriah Furseth
Kelly L Garcia*
Caitlin E Gibson*
Rachel L Gildersleeve
continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Carley Gogin
James Patrick Goloversic*
Amanda Joy Goodman
Kara Ann Gostomski*
Tamara Griffen*
Nora Grosser
Jessica Nicole Harbin*
Haley Ann Hardwick*
Brittany Jade Heller*
Maggie K Henning*
Stacey A Henning*
Liset Herrera
Denise Louise Herriges
Joseph Casey Hockenberry*
Kristin M Hollendonner
Hannah Jane Horn*
Samuel Dennis Huening*
Caitlin Elizabeth Jolly*
Julie A Kantor
Colleen M Keegan*
Kristine Marlene Kelly
Morgan R Kislia
Amanda Ann Klinker
Teresa Knaak*
Whitney Noel Koepnick
Stephanie Emma Kostowicz*
Jacqueline Lee Laramore
Lucas Michael Larson*
Denise Leeper
Sara Leick
Jamie Leidgen*
Chelsea Pauline Linsmeier
Brian William Lochesme*
Hannah Simone Lucas
Carolyln Rose Lyons
Yvette Macias*
Samantha E Magruder
Eden Laurel Makutz*
Carolyn J Manring*
Kera Lynn Margelofsky
Chiniece Market
Evelyn Marcell McGregor
Sarah Rose McOlash*
Colleen Marie McShane
Christyne J Mehaliic
Timothy Isaak Meindl
Loriann Jo Melby
Rochella Mister
Samantha D Mitchell
Keng Moua*
Robert E Murphy
Jenelle Lynn Myers*
Victoria Leigh Navarro*
Heidi Nechy*
Hadeel Mohammad Nemer*
La-Toya Yvette Newell
Crystal Nguyen
Duyen Thi Nguyen*
Katherine Ann Nieberle
Capreece Jovon Odebiyi
Abigail Christine Parr*
Kathryn M Perkins*
Mariah Eve Pollesch
Allison Mary Rabideau
Kasey L Ramey
Brittany Elyse Ramirez*
Gabriel Clayton Rasmussen*
Sara Marie Rathsack
Karen L Reilly*
Amanda Lacey Richter
Angela Renee Rintelman*
Morgan Roberts*
Mahogany Robins
Margaret Nolan Roche*
Jennifer L Rodriguez
Ivonne Rosado
Chyaine Mae Rosenthal*
Kevin Thomas Rymut*
Mariah Lee Salem*
Alyssa Lynne Santoro*
Katherine E Satterfield
Tierney Michelle Schmidt*
Emma Kathryn Schneider*
Kasey May Schneider
Alexandra R Schuebel*
Jennifer A Schwarz
Rachael Adeline Schwind
Susan Marie Scolaro*
Leanne Patricia Seifert
Jasmine A Sekyi*
Ashley Nicole Shady
Jade Jocelyn Sharpe
David Marc Siegrist
Jameisse C Sims
Kaitlyn Nicole Snyder
Anna G Sommers*
Michelle Teresa Spair*
Amanda Marie Storck
Ashley G Swan*
Mariah LeeAnn Szeflinski*
Lauren Ann Tauchen*
Kinyai Clarke Emani-Thurman*
Jessie Marie Torano-Aiello
Katherine Rose Tordoff*
Kazoua Mary Vang
Lee Vang
Sara Gay Rankin Vang
Bruna S Vieira
Michael S Villaruel*
Keelynn Marie Wallenfang
Brenda Akoth Waoh
Kendall T Welton*
Marissa Leigh Werba
Cortney Rose Wery*
Karie N Wicknick
Nicole M Wiegel*
Jessica Brianne Wilk*
Alexis Rose Willems*
Lauren Ann Williams
Meghan Marie Williams*
Kristen Marie Yohpe*
Katie Beth Zerbe*
Derrick Ervin Ziegler*
Justine Jade Zwicky*

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Jose Miguel Abrego*
La’Shae Allysia Allen
Bria Marie Altamore
Jacob Mark Apazeller
Kiana Maria Ayala
Yousra Yousif Aynte
Danielle Amy Bach
Sam Barnes
Jeffrey Bass-Dubose
Elizabeth Kay Beecher
Nathaniel Bell

* Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Anne Bennett</td>
<td>Alicia Ann Haase</td>
<td>Alex Joseph Neuendorf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna E Bliesner</td>
<td>Nathan Joseph Hammell</td>
<td>Tommy T Nguyen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Harris Bloom</td>
<td>Fuachii Hang</td>
<td>Olivia Rae Oddis*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michele Dominique Bogan</td>
<td>Shelby Harris</td>
<td>Dominick Marcus Osborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Ann Bong</td>
<td>Brett John Hendzel</td>
<td>Todd Michael Osborne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cindy Harout Boyadjian*</td>
<td>Amanda Marie Herman</td>
<td>Rheannon Skye Patete*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antrice N Brown</td>
<td>Vanessa Gloria Hietala*</td>
<td>Stephanie Marie Pischke*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenica Buschke Slavek</td>
<td>Sara Hinde*</td>
<td>Sandra Plascencia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marina Lee Canne</td>
<td>Dunstan D Hoang</td>
<td>Bryanna L Polk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaquille Lamar Carson</td>
<td>Emilee Kate Hodson</td>
<td>Alexis Ann Priest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Rae Carter*</td>
<td>Lea Vanesca Hortman</td>
<td>Courtney Danielle Prince*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashunda Shakila Carter</td>
<td>Arnell Howard</td>
<td>Kaitlyn Elizabeth Rajchel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Lynn Chadbourn</td>
<td>Courtney Marie Jacobson</td>
<td>Eric Davis Rasmussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Chavez</td>
<td>Emily Jacqueline Jastrow*</td>
<td>Ryan Thomas Rasmussen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wardah Javaid Choudhry</td>
<td>Jeffrey Dean Johnson*</td>
<td>Dennis Samuel Ray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne Lee Cole</td>
<td>Destiney Sharmaine Jones</td>
<td>Selina Rose Reyes*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassy Marie Copp*</td>
<td>Alberto Juarez</td>
<td>Maxwell Stephen Reynolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Rae Czerwinski*</td>
<td>Talwinder Singh Kang</td>
<td>Paige Marie Rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Nicole Davenport</td>
<td>Jonh Michael Kidd</td>
<td>Jennifer Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcos De la Cruz</td>
<td>Melissa Christine Kirchoff</td>
<td>Andrea Lisseth Rodriguez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Beth De Luca</td>
<td>Michelle Brooke Kittelson</td>
<td>Daniel Rossmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob R Decker</td>
<td>Michaella Rose Klimko*</td>
<td>Lucas Richard Roth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Marie Demmon*</td>
<td>Desirae Marie Krueger</td>
<td>KelseyAnn Cruz Salas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margo Elaine Diamond-Robertson</td>
<td></td>
<td>Christopher Franz Schaller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Dominguez</td>
<td>Molly Margaret Krueger</td>
<td>Jenna Marie Schilcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy Dominguez</td>
<td>Blake Joseph Laufenberg</td>
<td>Frances Nadine Slabowske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alayyna Renea Donald</td>
<td>Mojirayo Lawrence</td>
<td>Brock William Schuelke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Chase Duncan</td>
<td>Kia Lee</td>
<td>Joshua Henry Serio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaina Shaktecia Dupar</td>
<td>Rachel Ann Lemke</td>
<td>Heidi Elisabeth Sherwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanna Aurora Eisner</td>
<td>Callie Jo Marie Lengling</td>
<td>Dryden Joseph Shillingburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Eve Elliott</td>
<td>Hannah Christine Lepper</td>
<td>John Joseph Slavick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Lynn Entzminger</td>
<td>Sarah Ann Lesniak</td>
<td>Jennifer Rose Slizewski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brogan Gina Etten</td>
<td>Grace Kathryn Liebenstein</td>
<td>Sara R Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Lynn Evans*</td>
<td>Courtney Lynne Linnell</td>
<td>Jessica Rose Stacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Faris</td>
<td>Estela Lopez</td>
<td>Samantha Ann Stoeger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Ferguson*</td>
<td>Kelly Lor</td>
<td>Amanda Marie Streno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan James Franken*</td>
<td>Corinne Lynn Luczak</td>
<td>Anthony Leonard Stuczynski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Galindo</td>
<td>Mollie Rose Lund</td>
<td>Kim M Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianna Ciare Gardner</td>
<td>Kristi Ma</td>
<td>Stephan Michael Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexia Gates</td>
<td>Diamond Danyel Malone</td>
<td>Petelyn Nyongba Sulureh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Marie Gayle</td>
<td>Kelsea LeSandra McCormick</td>
<td>Ashley Mae Sutter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Marie Geracie</td>
<td>Emily Jean McDonald</td>
<td>Alejandra Elena Tabor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker James Gilson</td>
<td>Gabrielle Grace Miller</td>
<td>Carly Jean Temby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Colin Gimenez</td>
<td>Joann Inez Miller</td>
<td>Joseph Colin Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deana Lee Goetz</td>
<td>Sydney Lynn Miller</td>
<td>Rhaven Townsend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonness Durall Greer</td>
<td>Jerry Ryan Morris*</td>
<td>Julie Ann Tranetzki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan John Groshek</td>
<td>Gina Ann Musa</td>
<td>Erika Sue Traver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wade Daniel Grosklaus</td>
<td>Jerrel R Muse</td>
<td>Dallas Turner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Elizabeth Gulland</td>
<td>Brianna Jeanelle Nelson</td>
<td>Basak Uniligil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kayla Marie Nelson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued
HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Melanie Ann Vidian
Gabriela Villa
Jordan Nicholas Wallace
Kaleigh Walsh*
Hannah Elizabeth Walters
Wendy Joy Watkinson*
Amanda Marie Watterson
Zoe Nicole Whorrall
Britney Manuel Wilkinson
Aryanna Jules Wocelka*
Karli Helena Wolke
John Yang
Moua Pakao Yang
Peng Xue Yang
Yangyoua Yang
Kawana L Young Sherman
Garrett David Zenner
Julia E Zurfluh*

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS & CHECK-IN TABLE VOLUNTEERS
Andrea Azarian          Sharon Gosz          Paul Scurek
Nicole Beier            Kimberly Jackson     Ramona Sledge
Rachel Carr             Travis Jones         Joseph Steinbring
Alyssa Conrardy         Dusko Josifovski     Amanda Thompson
Colin Daly              Catherine Loomis     Linda Walker
Ellen Daly              Elizabeth Muslin     Gwyn Wallander
Christina DeSpears      Chris Pahl           Betty Warras
Gabriela Dorantes       Christopher Peters    Anne Willis
Josh Ebert              Matthew Preston       Susan Wolff
William Gautke          Monica Rausch Camacho Adam Zembrosky
John Goodman            Jean Salzer           Seth Zlotocha

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Kate Block               Jill Kenehan-Krey

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Bjorn Case               Griffin Schroeder     Steve Wilke
Jonah Molzahn            Fernando Valdivia
Mike Proell              Benjy Warbelton

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
Chief of Police Joseph LeMire and a team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Carolyn Driscoll         Kimberley Kimpel
Tammy Howard             Christine Roberson

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Jennifer Bauer           Kyle Hernandez
Rachel Flessner          Cindy Petrites
PHOTOGRAPHS
GradImages® was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.
Your photos are now available to view and order by visiting www.gradimages.com

If you need additional help to locate your photos, contact customer service at 800-261-2576 or email at giservice@gradimages.net

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view and download today’s ceremony online at http://www4.uwm.edu/secu/com_cer/com_archives.cfm

SOCIAL MEDIA
Share your commencement day with us! Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on social media. Tweet and Instagram your commencement moments by using the hashtag #uwmggrad.
Check out all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.